The 72 unbound gods

1. AGARES - AH GAR' AYS (roll the r)
2. AMON - AH' MOHN
3. AINI - AH EE' NEE
4. ALLOCES - AHLL' OH KAYS
5. AMDUSIAS - AHM' DOO SEE'AHS
6. AMY - AH MEE'
7. ANDRAS - AHN' DRAHS (roll the r)
8. ANDREALAPHUS - AHN' DRAY AHL' PHOOS
   (roll the r)
9. ANDROMALIUS - AHN' DROH MAHL EE OOS
10. ASMODEUS - AHS MOHD' AY OOS
11. ASTAROTH - AHS TAHR' OHTH (roll the r, o is long as in oath)
12. BEELZEBUB - BEE EL' ZI BUB' (I is short as in it)
13. BALAM - BAH' LAHM
14. BARBATOS - BAHR BAH' TOS (short roll the r)
15. BATHIN - BATH EEN
16. BELETH - BAY' LETH (short e as in get)
17. BELIAL - BAY' LEE AHL
18. BERINTH - BAYR' EETH (short roll the r)
19. BIFRONS - BEE' FRONS (long o as in oath)
20. BOTIS - BOH' TEES
21. BUER - BOO EHR (short roll the r)
22. BIM - BEEM
23. CAIM - KAHR' EEM
24. CIMERIES - KEEM AYR EE AYS (short roll r)
25. CROCELL - KROH' KAYL
26. DANTALIAN - DAHN TAHL' EE AHN
27. DECARABIA - DAY KAHR AH BEE Ah (roll the
28. ELIGOR - AYL EE GOOR
29. FLAUROS - FLAH OOR' OHS (roll the r)
30. FOCALOR - FOH' KAH LOHR" (short roll the r)
31. FORAS - FOH' RAHS (roll the r)
32. FORNEUS - FOHR NAY' OOS (short roll the r)
33. FURCAS; Furcas pronounces his name "Fur-ACK-us"
34. FURFUR - FOOR' FOOR (short roll the first r)
35. GAAP - GAH' AHP
36. GAMYGEN - GAH' MEE GAYN
37. GLASYA-LABOLAS - GLAH' SEE AH - LAH BOH' LAHS
38. GOMORY - GOH MOHR' EE (roll the r)
39. GUSION - GOO' SEE OHN
40. HAGENTI - HAH GAYN' TEE
41. HALPAS - HAHL' PAHS
42. IPOS - EE' POHS
43. LERAJIE - LAY RAH' JEE AY (roll the r, J is soft as in french jacque)
44. MALPHAS - MAHL' PHAS
45. MARBAS - MAHR' BAHS (roll the r)
46. MARCHOSIAS - MAHR KOH' SEE AHS (short roll the r)
47. MORAX - MOHR' AHX (roll the r)
48. MURMUR - MOOR' MOOR (short roll first r)
49. NABERIUS - NAH BAYR' EE OOS (yep, roll the r)
50. ORIAS - OHR' EE AHS (roll the r)
51. OROBAS - OH ROH BAHS (short roll the r)
52. OSE - OH' SAY
53. PAIMON - PAH EE MOHN
54. PHOENIX - FOH AY' NEEKS
55. PURSON - POHR' SOHN
56. RAUM - RAH OOM' (roll the r)
57. RONOBE - ROH NOH BAY (roll the r)
58. SABNACK - SAHB NAHK
59. SALEOS - SAH LAY' OHS
60. SEERE - SAY' AY RAY (roll the r)
61. SHAX - SHAHKS
62. STOLAS - STOH LAHS
63. SYTRY - SEE TREE or SI TREE (long i as in ice) (roll the r)
64. VALEFOR - VAHL AY FOHR (short roll the r)
65. VAPULA - VAH POOL AH
66. VASSAGO - VAHS SAH GOH
67. VEPAR - VAY PAHR
68. VINE - VEE NAY
69. VOLAC - VOH LAHK
70. VUAL - VOO AHL
71. ZAGAN - ZAH GAHN
72. ZEPAR - ZAY PAHR

Enochian

Most Satanists know the Enochian Keys through the Satanic Bible, written by Anton Szandor LaVey. Many use the keys during ritual and in prayer. Unbeknownst to most people, Anton LaVey never revised the keys in Enochian, though he changed the English words in most, but not all of them, to conform to Satanism.

For example:
Asha, Baeovib, Gahoachma, Iabes, Iad, Iadpil, Iadapiel, Iadanahe, Iaida, Iaidon, Idoian, Idoigo, Ioiad, L, Mad, Mada, Oiad, Piad, Zilodarp, Zirenaiad and many more are all the names/aliases of Yaweh/Jehova. These names are entirely left intact throughout the Satanic Bible in Enochian. So unbeknownst to most Satanists, reciting these keys in Enochian, one is praising and praying to the xian god.

There are also several of the keys LaVey did not bother to alter in English. For example:
The Fifth Key, page 186; at the end "Our Lord and Master is the All-One!" This is an alias of Yaweh "the all one." Satan's number is TWO. Page 192, bottom of the page: "and the praise of your God in your creation." This is rather blatant. This has never been changed from the original calls and in Enochian, guess what it says? It sure does not imply Lord Satan in any way, shape or form.

Page 204, the Eighth Key is very blasphemous:
"the dragon doth sink" The Dragon is a sacred symbol of Satan and symbolizes the spiritual power (kundalini) within us all.

Page 252, "the God of stretch forth and conquer" is not Satan, but Yaweh. This is obvious in both the xian bible, where he personally directed the mass murder of millions with his bloody rampage following the encounter with the Hebrews in the desert. Zilodarp is his name in Enochian and is translated into "the god of stretch forth and conquer."

Page 258, "whose God is wrath in anger" everyone familiar with xianity knows about the "wrathful" xian god who is forever punishing and throwing curses at humanity.

Nearly every key in Enochian, LaVey left as is.

The Enochian keys were taken from the original Enochian calls. These 19 calls are intended to bring upon the Apocalypse/Armageddon and ensure the victory of the Yaweh/Jehova aliens and their ilk. Left as is, they are nothing more than praises to Yaweh and insulting blasphemies to Lord Satan. The keys on this website have been revised BOTH in English and in Enochian and reworded to blaspheme Yaweh/Jehova and praise Satan and ensure HIS victory.

The keys contain words of power, especially when recited in Enochian. Given the revisions and the experiences that several
of us have had with them, the JoS Ministry strongly advises any who uses these keys in ritual or in prayer, to have already performed the dedication ritual as they may otherwise be dangerous for the uninitiated.

To further add to the blasphemies against Satan with the keys in the Satanic Bible; the book "The Goetia; The Lesser Key of Solomon the King; Clavicula Salomonis Regis; translated by Samuel Liddell and MacGregor Mathers; edited with an introduction by Aleister Crowley; illustrated second edition" © 1995, pp 97- 124 contains the petitions to yahweh/jehova and the enemy angels used to threaten and coerce the Demons of Satan into a triangle using a nine foot circle and all of the enemy props, all translated into Enochian. All of the Enochian names of yahweh/jehova are contained therein. The Enochian names of this enemy alien god, used to abuse the Demons and blaspheme Satan are all intact within the Satanic Bible; praising him.

Due to the length and effort that has gone into this project, I will not go into the details concerning the angelic visitations to Dr. John Dee and Edward Kelly who received the original translations from angels. I provided links for further study below.

In closing, I am aware of many people who mistakenly believe that Dee and Kelly were not visited by angels, but Demons. After studying the background in depth and having experienced revising the Enochian Keys, I am thoroughly convinced beyond any doubt; the visitors were not Demons, but angels.

I met with incessant obstacles while working on the keys and the worst of the problems came with the keys that contained the curses directed against jehova. I had inexplicable bad luck, power outages with no explanation that required me to redo work I had previously finished, computer problems, and many other unusual occurrences of a very negative nature. Others who are close to me and clergy members were affected as well.

Father Satan came to visit me a couple of times during the revisions and told me he was very pleased and this was long overdue. He also stated that most of us are unaware of the power of the keys.
Bornless One Invocation

I invoke thee, Mighty Lucifer!

OLANI ARGEDCO ILS OLLOG NIDALI Lucifer!

Thee, that didst create the earth and the heavens

ILS OLLOG OI OL OIAD NANTA OD OIAD OADRIAX

Thee, that didst create the night and day

ILS OLLOG OI OL OIAD DOSIG OD OIAD BAZM

Thee, that didst create the darkness and the light

ILS OLLOG OI OL OIAD ORS OD OIAD OLPIRT

Thou art the midnight pearl! Whom no man hath seen at any time

MATB DS NANTA OIAD BALZIZRAS OL OIAD DOSIG! CASARMI NIDALI OLLOR ENAI MICMA OL IRGIL OLANI

Thou art the darkness and thou art the light!

MATB NANTA OIAD ORS OD MATB NANTA OIAD OLPIRT

Thou hast distinguished between the just and the unjust!

MATB BRINT POILP OIAD OD OIAD AG OIAD!

Thou didst make male and female.

MATB NOSTOAH OL OLLOR OD AISHH

Thou didst produce the seed and the fruit.

Thou didst form man to love one another and hate on another

MATB OL OLLOR OL HOATH OBZA CACOCASB OD IPAMIS HOATH OBZA CACOCASB

I am the eyes of the dragon! I am thy prophet!

OLANI OAI OIAD OOANOAN OL OIAD VOVIN! OLANI OAI NOQOD FAAIP!

Unto whom didst commit thy mysteries of the underworld

NONCA CASARMI OL IXOMAXIP NOQOD CICLES OL NOQOD LONDONH

Thou didst produce the moist and dry, that which nourishes all life

MATB OL LONCHO OI TOR MALPIRG
Hear thou me, for I am thou servant, thy prophet

MONONS MATB OLLOG NIIS OLANI OAI MATB NOQOLH OLLOG NOQOD FAAIP

This is thy true name, unseen, unspeakable, unknown by man.

OI NOQOD HOMIL MONASCI OLLOG ETHAMZA OLLOG ADPHAHT OLLOG CASARMI NIDALI OLLOR NOSTOAH LADNAH OL

Hear Me, and make all Spirits friendly unto Me: so that every

MONONS OLLOG OD OL LONCHO GAH ZORGE NONCA OLLOG : NOROMI OI LONSA

Spirit of the Firmament and of the Ether: upon the Earth and

GAH-L OL OIAD CALZ OD OL OIAD EXARP : MIRC OIAD NANTA OD

under the Earth: on dry Land and in the Water: of Whirling

CORAXO OIAD NANTA : OBZA ORSCOR OBLOC OD OE OIAD HCOMA

Air, and of rushing Fire: and every Spell and cohort of Satan may be in accordance with
my will, and mine with theirs.

OD OL DONASDOGAMATASTOS MALPIRG : OD LONSA ZORGE OD PLAPLI OL Satan NOALN NOASMI LIT OL GEMEGANZA OLLOG OD IN LIT LONSHIN GEMEGANZA .

- I invoke Thee, the Terrible and Invisible God: Who dwellest in the Void Place of
the Spirit:

- OLANI ARGEDCO ILS OLLOG OIAD CIAOFI OD IPAMIS IXOMAXIP OIAD : DS GAHAL OE OIAD LIN OALI OL OIAD GAH-L

Hear Me: Abbadon: Adramalech, Ahpuch ,Ahriman, Thoth: I: Apollyon: Abrasax:
Bile: Ishtar, Mighty and Ancient ones! Hear Me!

Bile: Ishtar, NIDALI OD MICMA AVINI ! MONONS OLLOG !
Hear me!Metztli: Mictian: Baal: Berith: Melek Taus:

- OLANI ARGEDCO ILS : Hecate : Kali: Mammon: Mania: Marduk: Ashtorath:
MONONS Me! OLLOG ! Metztli: Mictian: Baal: Berith: Melek Taus:
This is the Lord of the Gods:

- OI OIAD GE-IAD OL OIAD
This is the Lord of the Universe:

- OI OIAD GE-IAD OL OIAD TOFGLO
  This is He Whom the Winds fear.

- OI OIAD CASARMI OIAD OZONGON HOXMARCH.
  This is He, Who having made Voice by His Commandment, is Lord of All Things; King, Ruler, and Helper. Hear Me!

- OI OIAD OLLOG DS OL FAAIP GAHA OI FAAIP OLLOG OI GE-IAD OL LONCHO LAP ; LONDONH OLLOG TABAAN OLLOG MONONS OLLOG !

  I am He! the Bornless Spirit! having sight in the Feet: Strong, and the Immortal Fire!
  I am He! the Truth!

- OLANI OAI OIAD ! LIT OOANOAN OE OIAD LVSDI : GIVI OLLOG OD OIAD IO-IAD MALPIRG ! OLANI OAI OIAD ! LAIAD !
  I am He! Who hate that evil should be wrought in the World!

- OLANI OAI OIAD ! DS GNAI IPAMIS GIL OI BABALON NOASMI OE OIAD NANTA !
  I am He, that lighteneth and thundereth.

- OLANI OAI OIAD OLLOG OI QVASAHIS OD CORAXO
  I am He, from whom is the Shower of the Life of Earth:

- OLANI OAI OIAD OLLOG LOAGAETH CASARMI OI OIAD IPAM OL OIAD MALPIRG OL NANTA
  I am He, whose mouth flameth:

- OLANI OAI OIAD OLLOG CASARM BVTMONI NOSTOAH MALPRG
  I am He, the Begetter and Manifester unto the Light:

- OLANI OAI OIAD DS OL OD DLVGAR OIAD OLPIRT
  I am He, the Grace of the World:

- OLANI OAI OIAD OLLOG OIAD LOE OL OIAD NANTA
  "The Heart Girt with a Serpent" is My Name!

- OIAD MONONS LIT OLLOR VOVIN OI OL MONASCI
  Come Thou forth, and follow Me: and make all Spirits entreated unto me so that every Spirit of the Firmament, and of the Ether: upon the Earth and under the Earth: on dry land, or in the Water: of whirling Air or of rushing Fire: and every Spell and Scourge of Satan, may our wills be as one!: Zazas Zazas Nasatanata
Zazas! Such are the Words!"

- NOASMI MATB ASPT OLLOG OD FAFEN OLLOG : OD OL LONCHO GAH
  ZORGE NONCA OLLOG NOROMI OI LONSA GAH-L OL OIAD CALZ
  OLLOG OD OL OIAD EXARP : MIRC OIAD NANTA OD CORAXO OIAD
  NANTA : OBZA ORSCOR OBLOC OLLOG OL OE OIAD HCOMA : OL GIVI
  EXARP OL IPZI MALPRG : OD LONSA ZORGE OL Satan OLLOG NOALN
  NANAEEEL GEMEGANZA NOASMI NOSTOAH OBZA !: Zazas Zazas
  Nasatanata Zazas ! CORSI G-CHIS-GE OIAD NAZPSAD !"

YE INDUYINGE OF YE UNHOLY VESTURES

In the mysteries of these vestures of hell fire, I gird up my power in

OE OIAD CICLES OL DA ZIMZ OL DONASDOGAMATOSTS MALPRG - OLANI
ATRAAH

OFECVFA NANAEEEL OE

the girdles of knowledge and truth , in the power of the mighty darkness

OIAD ATRAAH OL LADNAH OD LAIAD OLLOG OE OIAD NANAEEEL OL OIAD
NIDALI ORS:

Sabazios,Shaitan.,Shiva, Supay, Tezcatlipoca, Thamuz, Typhone, Yaotzin, Sekhmet, Set,

bestow unto me thy power,let it endure for ever: in the power of Darkness and Light ,
King of knowledge and wisdom , make friendly unto me thy flames of eternal hell fire!
Nema!

el: christeos apila : do-elonusa Ors kasaremé e-karinu od OLPIRT OLLOG LONDOH
OL LADNAH OD MICETH OLLOG OL ZORGE NONCA OLLOG NOQOD
MALPRG OL IO-IAD DONASDOGAMATOSTS ! NEMA!

Invocation of the Spirit/Demon

Invocation

I invoke and call upon thee , us, being exalted more than all men in the powers of mighty
Satan , I call unto thee , rise ! In the name of our Lord Satan , Shaitan , Azazel, Taus
Melek ,

And the mighty one whom is governor of us all , and the mysteries of the house of death ,
and by the throne of the seat of Satan ! And being exalted higher than man in the power
of Satan, whose mighty sound being exalted in power the pillars are divided , the winds
of the firmament groan aloud ; the fire burns not ; the earth move in earthquakes ; and all
things of the house

of heaven and earth and the dwelling place of darkness are as earthquakes in thunder .
Come here , O Spirit N , partake with me in the mysteries of time !
Enochian:

OLANI ARGEDCO OD VMD MIRC ILS OLLOG BALTOH LIT LONSH 
CRVSCANSE DRILPI LONCHO OLLOG OE OIAD PADGZE OL NIDALI Satan 
OLLOG OLANI VMD NONCA ILS OLLOG TORZV ! OE OIAD MONASCI OL 
NANAEEL GE-IAD Satan OLLOG Shaitan Azazel, Taus Melek OD OIAD NIDALI 
OBZA CASARMI OI TABAAN OL OIAD LONCHO OLLOG OD OIAD CICLES OL 
OIAD SALMAN OL TELOC OLLOG OD GAHA OIAD IDOIGO OL OIAD OTHIL 
OL Satan ! OD LIT LONSH LEA DRILPI OLLOR OE OIAD NANAEEL OL Satan, 
CASARM NIDALI LIT LONSH OE NANAEEL OIAD NAZAVABH G-CHIS-GE 
POILP OLLOG OIAD OZONGON OL OIAD CALZ HOLDO BAHAO ; OIAD 
MALPIRG IAL IPAMIS ; OIAD NANTA ZACAM OE GIZIAX ; OD LONCHO LAP 
OL OIAD SALMAN OL OADRIAX OD NANTA OD OIAD FAONTS OALI OL ORS 
G-CHIS-GE NOSTOAH GIZIAX OE CORAXO . NOASMI EMNA OLLOG OLANI 
GAH-L OLLOR OLLOG PLAPLI LIT OLLOG OE OIAD CICLES OL OLANI ! 

*Important concerning pronunciation:

Enochian is chanted and vibrated. The objective is to hit a mono-tone pitch and maintain it. This drastically increases its power.

- ALL of the R's should be rolled- the tongue vibrated against the palate.
- ALL J's are pronounced as a soft J, such as the French Jacques, the Hindu Raja. (jzh).
- The letter "L" at the end of a word should be stressed.

The First Key

The First Key in English

I reign over you, saith Satan/Lucifer In power exalted above the firmaments And over the earth; in whose hands The sun is as a sword And the moon as a thorough-thrusting fire: Who
measureth your garments In the midst of my vestures And trussed you together as the palms of my hands And brightened your vestments with infernal light. I made a law to govern my sons and daughters. I delivered truth and furnished to you The power of understanding. Moreover, ye lifted up your voices And swore obedience and faith to Satan/Lucifer Who liveth and triumpheth, whose beginning is not Nor end cannot be. Who shineth as a flame In the midst of your palace and reigns amongst you As the balance of righteousness and truth. Move therefore and show yourselves! Open the mysteries of your creation! Be friendly unto me! For I am the servant of the same! The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer In glory and power exalted, Of the kingdom of the south.

The First Key in Enochian

Ol sonuf vorsag goho Satan lonsh Calz od vors caosgo; sobra zol Ror i ta nazps od graa Ta malprg: Ds hol-q qaa nothoa zimz Od Commah ta nobloh zien od luciftian Oboleh a donasdogamatastos. O ohorela taba Ol nore od pasbs ol zonrensg Vaoan od toot nonucafe gmicalzoma. Pilah Farzm znrza od surzas Adna od Gono de Satan, ds hom od Toh. Soba croodzi ipam ul vls Ipamis. Ds loholo vep nothoa poamal Od bogpa aai ta piap piamol Od vaoan. Zacare ca od zamran! Odo cicle qaa! Zorge! Zir noco! Hoath Satan bvfd lonsh londoh babage

The First Key Enochian Pronunciation

OHL  •  ZOH-nuhf  •  voh-ruh-SAH-jzhuh
GO-ho  •  SAY-TAN  •  LOH-nuh-suh  •  KAH-luhtz
OHD  •  VOH-ruhss  •  kah-OHS-suh-goh;
ZOH-buh-rah  •  ZOHL  •  ROH-ruh
EE  •  TAH  •  NAHTS-puh-suh
OHD  •  guh-RAH-ah  •  TAH
MAH-luh-puh-ruh-jzhuh:  •  DAHSS  •  HOH-luh-kah
KAH-AH  •  noh-tuh-HOH-ah  •  ZEE-muhts  •  OHD
KOH-muh-mah  •  TAH  •  NOH-buh-loh
zee-AYN  •  OHD  •  LOO-SEEF-tee-uhn
OH-boh-lay  •  AH
DOH-nahss-doh-gah-MAH-tahss-tohss
OH  •  oh-hoh-RAY-lah  •  TAH-bah  •  OHL
NOH-ray  •  OHD  •  PAH-suh-buhs  •  OHL
zoh-nuh-RAY-nuh-suhjzh
vah-OH-ahn  •  OHD
The Second Key

The Second Key in English

Can the wings of the winds
Understand your voices of wonder
O you, sons and daughters of Satan?
Of whom hell-fire has framed within
The depths of my jaws;
Whom I have prepared as a gathering
For a wedding, or as the flowers
In their beauty for the chambers
Of pleasure. Stronger are your feet
Than the barren stone,
And mightier are your voices
Than the manifold winds;
For you are become a building
Such as is not,
Save in the mind of Satan/Lucifer,
The All-Powerful.
Arise! Move!
Therefore unto his servants;
Show yourselves in power,
And make me a strong seer of things;
For I am of Satan/Lucifer
Who lives forever!

The Second Key in Enochian

Adgt vpaah zong om faaip sald,
Nonci nore od pasbs de Satan?
Sobam Donasdogamatastos
Izazaz piadph; casarma abramg ta aldi
Paracleda q ta lorslq turbs ooge
Qvasahi. Givi chis lusd orri, od micalp chis bia ozongon;
Lap noan trof cors ta ge,
O q manin de Satan tol-lonsh
Torzu! zacare! ca c noqod;
Zamran micalzo od ozazm vrelp lap
Zir de Satan apila gohed!

The Second Key Enochian Pronunciation

AH-duh-jzuht • vuh-PAH-ah
ZOHNJZH • OHM • fa-AH-eep
ZAH-luhd, • NOH-nuh-see
NOH-ray • OHD • PAHSS-uh-buhs
DAY • SAY-TAN?
ZOH-bahm
DOH-nahss-doh-gah-MAH-tahss-tohss
ee-ZAH-zhtahts • pee-AH-duh-puh;
kuh-SAH-ruh-mah • ah-buh-RAH-muhjzh
TAH • AH-luh-dee
pah-rah-kuh-LAY-duh
KUH
TAH • LOH-ruh-suh-luh-kuh
DUR-buhs • oh-OH-jzhay
kuh-VAH-sah-hee. • JZHEE-vee
cuh-HEES • LUH-zuhd • OH-ruh-ree,
OHD
mee-KAH-luhp • cuh-HEES
BEE-ah • oh-ZOH-nuh-jzhohn;
LAHP • NOH-ahn • tuh-ROH-fuh
KOH-ruhz • TAH • JZHAY,
OH • KUH • MAH-neen
The Third Key

The Third Key in English

Behold! Saith Satan, I am a circle
On whose hands stand twelve kingdoms.
Nine are the seats of living breath
The rest are as sharp sickles
Or the horns of death wherein the
Creatures of Earth are
And are not except by mine own hands, which also Sleep and
shall rise! In the beginning
I made you stewards, and placed you
In the twelve seats of government,
Giving unto every one of you power successively Over The nine
ture ages of time, to the intent that,
From the highest vessels and the corners
Of your governments, ye might work my power:
Poring down the fires of life
And increase continually upon the Earth.
Thus ye are become the skirts
Of justice and truth. In Satan's name, rise up!
Show yourselves! Behold!
His mercies flourish!
His name is become mighty among us!
In whom we say move! Ascend!
Apply yourselves unto us!
As unto the partakers
Of his mysteries in your creation!

The Third Key in Enochian

Micama goho Satan, zir comselh
A zien biah os londoh.
Em chis othil gigipah vnd-l
Chis ta pvim q mospleh teloch
Qvi-in toltorg caosga chisi od chis
Ge m ozien, ds t brgdo
Od torzu! acroodzi eol balzarg, od
Aala os thlhn netaab, dlvga vomsarg
Lonsa capmiali vors em homil cocsab,
Fafen izizod od miinoag de gnetaab,
Vavn lonsh: panpir malpirgi pild caosg
Noan vnalah balt od voohan.
A Satan's dooain, torzu!
Zamran! Micma!
Iehvsoz ca-cacom!
Dooain noar micaolz aai om!
Casarmg gohia: zacar! Torzu!
Imvamar pvgo!
Pvgo plapli cicles qaan!

The Third Key Enochian Pronunciation

MEE-kuh-mah! • GOH-ho • SAY-TAN,
ZEE-ruh • koh-muh-SAY-luh • AH
zee-AYN • BEE-ah • OHSS • LOH-nuh-doh.
AIM kuh-HEES • oh-tuh-HEEL
JZHEE-JZHEE-pah • vuh-nuh-duh—LUH
kuh-HEES • TAH • puh-VEEM • KUH
MOH-suh-puh-lay • tay-LOH-kuh
kuh-VEE-EEN • toh-luh-TOH-ruhjzh
kah-OHS-suh-gah • kuh-HEESSEE
OHD • kuh-HEESS • GAY • EM • OH-zee-ayn,
DAHSS • TAH
buh-ruh-guh-DOH • OHD • TOH-ruht-sool!
ah-kuh-ROH-ohd-zee • ay-OHLL
bah-luh-ZAH-ruhjzh, • OHD • ah-AH-lah
OHSS • tuh-HEE-luhn • NAY-tah-ahb,
duh-luh-vuh-JZHAH • voh-muh-SAH-ruhjzh
LOH-nuh-sah • kah-puh-mee-AH-lee • VOH-ruhss • AIM •
HOH-meel
KOH-kuh-suhb, • FAH-fayn, • ee-ZEE-zohp • OHD • mee-ee-
NOH-ahjzh
DAY • guh-NAY-tah-ahb, • VAH-vuhn • LOH-nuh-suh:
pah-nuh-PEE-ruh
mah-luh-pee-REE-jzhee • PEE-lahd
kah-OHSSK. • NOH-ahn • vuh-NAH-lah
Fourth Key

The Fourth Key in English

I have set my feet in the south
And have looked about me saying:
Are not the thunders of increase
Numbered 666,
Which reign in the second angle?
I have placed whom none hath
Yet numbered but two: in whom
The second beginning of things are
And wax strong, which also successively,
Adding the numbers of time
And their powers stand
As in the beginning nine!
Arise! ye sons of pleasure!
And visit the earth!
For I am Satan who is and liveth forever!
In Satan’s name, move! Show yourselves
As pleasant deliverers,
That you may praise him
Amongst the sons of men!

The Fourth Key in Enochian

Othil lusdi babage od dorpha gohol:
G-chis ge avavago cormp mian,
Cormp mian, oali sobam ag
Cormpo crp vi-iv: casarmg viv croodzi
Chis od vgeg, ds t capimali
Coazior gapimaon od lonshin biah
Ta croodzi em! Torzu!
Nore de qvasahi od ef caosga!
Lap zir Satan ds i od
Apila gohed! I Satan's dooaip,
Zacare! Zamran obelisong
Nonci rest tox aaf nore molap!

The Fourth Key Enochian Pronunciation

oh-tuh-HEEL • LUH-zuh-dee
bah-BAH-jzhay • OHD
DOH-ruh-puh-hah • goh-HOH-luh:
guh-kuh-HEESS • GAY
ah-vah-VAH-goh
KOH-ruh-muhp • MEE-ahn,
DAHSS • ZOH-nuhf
VEE-vuh-deev? • oh-AH-lee
ZOH-bahm • AHGH
KOH-ruh-mu-hp • kuh-RUHP
VEE-EEV: • kuh-SAH-ruh-muhjzh
VEEV • kuh-ROH-ohd-zee
kuh-HEES OHD • vuh-GAYJZH,
DAHSS • TAH • kah-pee-MAH-lee,
koh-AH-zee-ohr • gah-pee-MAH-ohn
OHD • oh-nuh-suh-HEEN
BEE-ah TAH • kuh-ROH-ohd-zee
AIM! • TOH-ruht-soo! • NOH-ray
DAY • kuh-VAH-sah-pee!
OHD • AYF • kah-OHS-suh-gah!
LAHP • ZEE-ruh • SAY-TAN
DAHSS • EE • OHD
ah-PEE-lah • GOH-hud!
EE • SAY-TAN'S • doh-OH-ay-eep,
zah-KAH-ray! • ZAH-muh-rahn
oh-bay-lee-ZOH-nuh-jzhuh,
NOH-nuh-see • RAY-suht
TOHKS • ah-AHF • NOH-ray
MOH-lahp!
Fifth Key

The Fifth Key in English

The mighty sounds have entered into
The fourth angle and are become
As deliverers of Lord Satan's Providence,
Bringing forth strength and understanding dwelling
In the firmaments as continual comforters;
Unto whom I fastened pillars
Of gladness 666, and gave them
Vessels to water the earth
With all her creatures;
And they are the sons and
Daughters of Satan. Of the first
And the second and the beginning
Of their own seats which are garnished
With continual burning lamps whose numbers
Are as the beginning, the ends
And the contents of time.
Therefore! Come ye and appear to your creation!
Visit us in peace and comfort
Conclude us receivers of your mysteries, for why?
We worship Satan/Lucifer in all his glory,
Everlasting!

The Fifth Key in Enochian

Sapah zimii sdiv od noas obelisong
De Satan's yarry, iolcam vgear od
Gmicalzoma praf calz tablior;
Casarm amipzi naz arth mian,
Od dlvgar zizop zlida caosgi
Toltorgi od z chis nor od
Pasbs de Satan. Talo od taviv
Od croodzi de thild ds chis
Gnonp peoal cormfa chis croodzi vls
Od q cocasb ca! Niis od zacar
Qaas! Fetharsi od bliora ozazma ednas
Cicles bagle? Ge boalvah Satan bvsd,
Gohed!
The Fifth Key Enochian Pronunciation

ZAH-pah • zee-MEE-EE
zuh-DEEV • OHD • NOH-AHSS
oh-bay-lee-ZOH-nuh-jzhuh • DAY
SAY-TAN’S • YAH-ruh-ruh-ee,
ee-OH-luh-kahm • vuh-GAY-ahr • OHD
guh-MEE-kah-luh-ZOH-mah • puh-RAHFF
KAH-ruhts • TAH-buh-lee-ohr;
kuh-SAHR-ruhm • ah-MEE-puh-zee
NAHTS • ah-RUH-tuh • MEE-ahn,
OHD • duh-luh-vuh-JZHAHR
ZEET-sohp • zuh-LEE-dah
kah-OHS-su-jzhee • toh-luh-TOH-ruh-jzhee;
OHD • ZEE • kuh-HEES • NOH-ray
OHD • PAHSS-uh-bus • DAY • SAY-TAN.
TAH-loh • OHD • tah-VEEV • OHD
kuh-ROH-ohd-zee • DAY • tu-HEE-ruhd
DAHSS • kuh-HEES • guh-NOH-nuhp
pay-OH-ahl • KOH-ruh-muh-fah
kuh-HEES • kuh-ROH-ohd-zee
VUH-LUHS • OHD • KUH
KOH-kah-suhb.
KAH! • nee-EESS • OHD
ZAH-kahr • KAH-AHSS!
fay-tuh-HAH-ruh-see
OHD • buh-lee-OH-rah • oh-ZAH-tsuh-mah
AY-duh-nahss • KEE-kuh-lays • BAH-guh-lay?
JZHAY • boh-AH-luh-vah • SAY-TAN
BUH-vuh-zuhd, • GOH-hud!

Sixth Key

The Sixth Key in English

The spirits of the fourth angle
Are nine, mighty in the firmament
Of waters; whom the second hath
Planted as a torment to Jehovah,
And a garland to the sons
And daughters of Satan,
Giving them fiery darts to winnow
The earth and nine continual workmen
Whose courses visit with comfort,
The earth, and are in government
And continuance. Hearken to my voice!
I have talked of you and
I move you in power and presence
You, whose works shall be
A song of honor
And the praise of Satan in your creation!

The Sixth Key in Enochian

Gah de sdiv chis em,
Micalzo pilzin de sobam;
Casarm taviv harg ta mir iad,
Od obloc nore od pasbs
De Satan, dlvgar malprg ar caosga
Od em canal sobol zar fbiiard
Caosga, od chis netaab od miam.
Solpeth bien! Brita od zacam
Gmicalzo sobha vavn trian Iviahe
Od ecrin de Satan qaaon!

The Sixth Key Enochian Pronunciation

GAH • DAY • suh-DEEV • kuh-HEES
AYM, • mee-KAH-luh-zoh • pee-luht-SEEN
DAY • ZOH-bahm; • kuh-SAH-ruhm • tah-VEEV
HAH-ruhjzh • TAH
MEE-ruh • ee-YAHD,
OHD • OH-buh-lohk • NOH-ray • OHD
PAHSS-uh-bus • DAY • SAY-TAN,
duh-luh-vuh-JZHAHR • MAH-luh-pah-rah-jzhah
AH-ruh • kah-OHS-suh-gah • OHD • AYM
kah-NAHL
ZOH-bohl • ZAH-ruh • fuh-buh-LEE-ah-ruhd
kah-OHS-suh-gah,
OHD • kuh-HEES • NAY-tah-ahb • OHD
MEE-ahm.
zol-luh-PAY-tuh-huh • BEE-ayn!
buh-REE-tah • OHD • ZAH-kahm
guh-mee-KAH-luh-zoh • ZOH-buh-hah
Seventh Key

The Seventh Key in English

The east is a house of harlots
Singing praises amongst the flames
Of first glory, wherein Lord Satan
Hath opened his mouth, and they are
Become 9 living dwellings in whom
The strength of man rejoiceth;
And they are appareled with ornaments
Of brightness, such as work wonders
On all creatures; whose kingdoms and
Continuance are as the seven ziarahs,
The mighty towers of Satan,
Continual places of comfort; of joy
Everlasting.
O ye servants of pleasure
Move! Appear!
Sing praises unto Satan/Lucifer!
Be mighty amongst us; for to his remembrance
Is given power, and our strength
Waxeth strong
In the comfort of Satan/Lucifer!

The Seventh Key in Enochian

Raas salman babalond oecrimi aao malprg
Croodzi bvsd, qviin Satan Odo bvtmon
Od z chis noas em paradial
Casarmg Vgear olora chirlan; od z chis
Zonac luciftian, cors ta vavi zirn tolhami;
Soba londoh od miam chis ta q ziarahs,
Micalz vmadea de Satan, pibliar;
Moz gohed. C no qvol de qvasahi,
Zacare! Zamran! Oecrimi de Satan!
The Seventh Key Enochian Pronunciation

RAH-ahs • EE • ZAH-luh-mahn
BAH-bah-LOH-nuhd • oh-ay-kuh-REE-mee
ah-AH-oh • MAH-luh-puh-ruh-jzhuh
kuh-ROH-ohd-zee • BUH-vuh-zuhd
kuh-VEE-een • SAY-TAN • OH-doh
buh-vuh-tuh-MOHN • OHD • ZEE
kuh-HEES • NOH-AHS • AYM
pah-RAH-dee-ahl • kuh-SAHR-ruh-muhjzh
vuh-GAY-ahr • oh-LOH-rah
kuh-HEE-ruh-lahn; • OHD • ZEE
kuh-HEES • ZOH-nahk
Loo-SEEF-tee-uhn, • KOH-ruhz
TAH • VAH-vuhl • ZEE-ruhn
toh-luh-HAH-mee; • ZOH-bah
LOH-nuh-doh • OHD • MEE-ahm
kuh-HEES • TAH • KUH
ZEE-ah-rahs • mee-KAH-luhts
vuh-MAH-dee-ah • DAY • SAY-TAN,
pie-BLEE-ahr; • MAHTS • GOH-hud.
KAH
NOH • kuh-VOHL • DAY • kuh-VAH-sah-hee,
zhah-KAH-ray!
ZAH-muh-rahm!
oh-ay-kuh-REE-mee • DAY • SAY-TAN!
oh-mee-KAH-oh-luhts • ah-AH-ee • OHM;
BAH-guh-lay • PAH-puh-nohr • EE
duh-luh-vuh-JZHAHM • LOH-nuh-suh-hee,
OHD • vuh-muh-puh-LEEF • vuh-GAY-jzhee
buh-lee-OH-ruh • DAY • SAY-TAN!

Eighth Key

The Eighth Key in English

The mid-day, the fifth, is as
In the Duat, made of pillars
Of hyacinth, in whom the Elders
Are become strong which I have
Prepared for my own justice
Saith Satan; who liveth and reigneth
Forever. Rejoice! In the glory of
The dragon that is triumphant and
Everlasting! How many are there which
Remain in the glory of the earth
Which are and shall not see death
Until Jehova doth fall and
His followers doth sink? Come away!
For the thunders have roared!
Come away! For the temples
And robe of Satan shall be
Crowned and are no longer divided.
Come forth! Appear! Unto the terror
Of the Earth, and to our comfort
And of such as are prepared!

The Eighth Key in Enochian

Bazm, o, i ta a at,
Oln naz avabh, casarmg vran chis
Vgeg ds abramg baltim goho Satan;
Soba apila od bogpa gohed.
Chirlan! A bvsd de vovim
Ar i homtoh od gohed!
Irgil chis ds paox i bvsd
De caosgo ds chis od ip
Vran teloah cacrg iad gnai loncho
Od fafen gnai carbař? Niiso!
Bagle avavago yor! Niiso! Bagle siaion
Od mabsa de Satan trian momar
Od chis ripir poilp. Niis! Zamran!
Ciaofi caosgo, od bliors
Od corsi ta chis abramig!

The Eighth Key Enochian Pronunciation

BAH-zuhm, • OH, • EE • TAH • AH
DOO-waht, • OH-luhn • NAHZTS
ah-VAH-buh, • kuh-SAH-ruh-muhjzh
vuh-RAHN • kuh-HEES • vuh-GAYJZH
DAHSS • ah-buh-RAH-muhjzh
BAH-luh-teem • GO-ho • SAY-TAN;
The Ninth Key in English

A mighty guard of fire
With two-edged swords flaming,
Which have vials of wrath and
Whose wings of wrath and
Whose wings are of wormwood and
Of the marrow of salt, have settled
Their feet in the south and are
Measured with their ministers
Six hundred and Sixty Six.
These gather up the moss
Of the earth as the rich man
Doth his treasure. Cursed are Jehovah;
He who sits on the holy throne
And are his servants! Whose iniquities
Are in their eyes, millstones greater
Than the earth, and from their mouths
Rain seas of blood; their heads are covered
With diamonds and upon their hands
Are marble sleeves. Happy is he
On whom they frown not; For why?
Satan/Lucifer rejoiceth in them.
Come away! Leave your vials!
For the time is such as requireth comfort!

The Ninth Key in Enochian

Micaolz bransg prgel Napta malpirgi,
Ds brin efafafe vonpho od sobca vpaah
Chis tatan od tranan balye, alar Lusda
Babage od chis holq C noqvidi Mian.
Vnal aldon mom caosgo Ta las ollor
Gnai limlal. Amma chis Jehova; idoigo
Od chic noqodi! Sobca madrid chis
Ooanoan, aviny drilpi caosgin, od
Bvtmoni parm zvmvi cnila; daziz chis
Ethamz a childao od mirc ozol chis
Pidiai collal. Vlcinin a sobam vcim ip;
Bagle? Satan chirlan par. Niiso!
Bams ofafafe!
Bagle a cocasb i Cors ca vnig blior!

The Ninth Key Enochian Pronunciation

mee-kah-OH-luhts • buh-RAH-nuh-suh-jzhay
pah-ruh-JZHAYL • NAH-puh-tah
mah-lah-pee-REE-jzhee, • DAHSS
buh-REEN • AY-fah-FAH-fay
VOH-nuh-puh-hoh • OHD
ZOH-buh-kah • vuh-PAH-ah
kuh-HEES • tah-TAHN • OHD
tuh-RAH-nahn • BAH-luh-eeay,
AH-lahr • luh-SUHD-ah • bah-BAH-jzhay
OHD • kuh-HEES • HOH-luh-kah • KUH
noh-kuh-VOH-dee • MEE-ahn. • vuh-NAHL
ah-luh-DOHN • MOHM • kah-OHS-suh-goh
The Tenth Key in English

The thunders of judgment and wrath are numbered And are harbored In the South. In the likeness of an Oak whose branches are nests Of lamentation and weeping laid up For Jehova and His servants, which burn night and day, And vomit Out the heads of scorpions, And live sulphur mingled with poison. These are the Thunders that roar with a hundred mighty Earthquakes And a thousand times as many surges, Which rest Not, nor know Any echoing time. Here one rock Bringeth forth a thousand Even as the heart of man Does his thoughts. Woe! Woe! Woe! Woe! Woe! Woe! Woe! Yea Woe! Be to he who sits On the holy throne in heaven! His iniquity is, Was and shall be great. Come away! But not your mighty sounds!
The Tenth Key in Enochian

Coraxo chis cormp od chis blans
De babage. Aziazior paeb soba lilonon
Chis virq eophon od raclir maasi
Bagle iad od noqodi, ds ialpon
Dosig od basgim, od oxex daziz siatris,
Od salbrox cynxir faboan. Vnal chis
Const ds yor eors vohim gizyax
Od matb cocasg plosi molvi,
Ds page ip, larag om droln
Matorb cocasb. Emna l patralx
Yolci matb Nomig monons
Olora gnay angelard. Ohio! ohio! ohio!
Ohio! ohio! ohio! noib ohio!
Bolp idoigo madriax! Bagle iad madrid
I, zirop od chiso drilpa. Niiso!
Crip ip micalz apah

Tenth Key Enochian Pronunciation

koh-RAHK-soh • kuh-HEES • KOH-ruh-muhp
OHD • kuh-HEES • buh-LAH-nuhs • DAY
bah-BAH-jzhay. • ah-zee-AH-zee-oehr
pah-AYB • ZOH-bah • LEE-loh-nohn
kuh-HEES • VEE-ruhk • EE-oh-puh-hahn
OHD • rah-kuh-LEE-ruh • mah-AH-see
BAH-guh-lay • ee-YAHD • OHD
noh-KOH-dee, • DAHSS • ee-AH-luhr-pohn
DOH-see-jzhuh • OHD • BAH-suh-jzhoom,
OHD • ohks-AYKS • DAH-zeets
zee-AH-tuh-reess, • OHD • Zah-luhr-buh-ROHKs
SEE-nuhk-see-ruh • FAH-boh-ahn.
vuh-NAHL • kuh-HEES • KOH-nuh-suht
DAHSS • ee-YOH-ruh • AY-oh-ruhzh
voh-HEEM • JZHEE-zee-ahks • OHD
MAH-tuhrb • koh-KAH-sah-jzhay • puh-LOH-see
MOH-luhr-vee, • DAHSS • pah-JZHAY
EEP, • lah-RAHJZH • OHM
duh-ROH-luhn • MAH-toh-ruhb
KOH-kuh-suhrb. • AY-muh-nah • Luh
pah-tuhr-RAH-luhks • ee-OHL-kee
MAH-tuhrb • NOH-meejzh • moh-NOH-nuhs
oh-LOH-ruh • guh-NAH-eey-ay
ah-nuh-GAY-lah-ruhd. • oh-HEE-oh!
Eleventh Key

The Eleventh Key in English

The mighty seat groaned aloud
And there were seven thunders
And the eagle spake
And cried with a loud voice:
Come away from the house of death!
And they gathered themselves together
And became those of whom it is measured;
The everlasting ones,
Who ride the whirlwinds.
Come Away! For I have prepared
A place for you.
Move therefore and show yourselves!
Open the mysteries of your Creation!
Be friendly unto me!
For I am the servant of the same!
The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer
In glory and power exalted
Of the Kingdom of the South

The Eleventh Key in Enochian

Oxiayal holdo od zirom
Q coraxo od vabzir camliax
Od bahal: Niiso salman teloch!
Od par aldon od noan
Casarman holq;
Gohed saga do zildar zong.
Niiso! Bagle abramg pi noncp.
Zacare ca od zamran!
Odo cicle qaa! Zorge!
Zir noco! Hoath Satan
Bvfd lonsh londoh babage

Eleventh Key Enochian Pronunciation

ohk-see-AH-ee-ahl • HOH-luh-doh
OHD • ZEE-rohm • KUH
koh-RAHK-soh • OHD
VAH-buh-zee-ruh • kah-muh-LEE-ahks
OHD • bah-HAHL: • nee-EESS-oh
ZAH-luh-mahn • tay-LOH-kuh!
OHD • PAH-ruh • AH-luh-dohn
OHD • NOH-ahn • kuh-SAH-ruh-mahn
HOH-luh-kuh; • GOH-hud • ZAH-gah,
DOH • ZEE-luh-dahr • ZOHNJZH.
nee-EESS-oh! • BAH-guh-lay
ah-buh-RAH-muhjzh • PEE
NAH-nuh-kuh-puh. • zah-KAH-ray
KAH • OHD • ZAH-muh-rah!
OH-doh • KEE-kuh-lay • KAH-ah!
ZOR-ruh-jzhay! • ZEE-ruh • NOH-koh!
hoh-AH-tuh-huh • SAY-TAN
BUH-vuh-fuhd • LOH-nuh-suh
LOH-nuh-doh • bah-BAH-jzhay

Twelfth Key

The Twelfth Key in English

O you that reign in heaven
And are 3, the lanterns of sorrow
Bind up your girdles and shall be
As bucklers to the stooping
Followers of Jehova!
That Lord Satan may be magnified;
Whose name amongst you is wrath!
Move therefore and show yourselves!
Open the mysteries of your Creation!
Be friendly unto me!
For I am the servant of the same!
The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer
In glory and power exalted
Of the Kingdom of the South.

The Twelfth Key in Enochian

Nonci ds sonf madriax od chis d, hvbaio tibibp
Allar atraah od trian
Ta lolcis abai Fafen de iad!
Ar Satan ovof; soba dooin
Aai i vonph! Zacare ca od zamran!
Odo cicle qaa! Zorge!
Zir noco! Hoath Satan
Bvfd lonsh londoh babage

Twelfth Key Enochian Pronunciation

NOH-nuh-see • DAHSS
ZOH-nuhf • mah-duh-REE-ahks
OHD • kuh-HEES • DAH,
huh-vuh-BAH-ee-oh
tee-BEE-buhp • AH-luh-lahr
ah-tuh-RAH-ah • OHD
tuh-REE-ahn • TAH
LOH-luh-keez • ah-BAH-ee
FAH-fayn • DAY • ee-YAHD!
AH-ruh • SAY-TAN • OH-vohf;
ZOH-bah • doh-OH-ay-een
ah-AH-ee • EE • VOH-nuh-puh!
zah-KAH-ray • KAH • OHD
ZAH-muh-rah! • OH-doh
KEE-kuh-lay • KAH-ah!
ZOR-ruh-jzhay! • ZEE-ruh
NOH-koh! • hoh-AH-tuh-huh
SAY-TAN • BUH-vuh-fuhd
LOH-nuh-suh • LOH-nuh-doh
bah-BAH-jzhay
Thirteenth Key

The Thirteenth Key in English

O you swords of the South  
Which have 42 eyes  
To stir up the pleasures of sin,  
Making men drunken; Behold!  
The promise of Satan! And His power,  
Which is called amongst  
Those in heaven, A bitter sting!  
Move therefore and show yourselves!  
Open the mysteries of your Creation!  
Be friendly unto me!  
For I am the servant of the same!  
The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer  
In glory and power exalted  
Of the Kingdom of the South

The Thirteenth Key in Enochian

Napeai babage ds brin vx ooaona  
Lring qvasahi de doalim, eolis ollog  
Orsba; micma! Isro de Satan!  
Od tox lonshi, ds i vmd aai priaz  
De madriax, grosb!  
Zacare ca od zamran!  
Odo cicle qaa! Zorge!  
Zir noco! Hoath Satan  
Bvfd lonsh londoh babage

Thirteenth Key Enochian Pronunciation

NAH-pay-AH-ee • bah-BAH-jzhay  
DAHSS • buh-REEN • VAHKS  
oh-oh-AH-oh-nah • luh-REE-nuh-jzhay  
kuh-VAH-sah-hee • DAY • doh-AH-leem,  
ee-OH-leess • OH-luh-lohjzh  
OH-ruh-suh-bah; • MEE-kuh-mah!  
EE-suh-roh • DAY • SAY-TAN! • OHD  
TOHKS • LOH-nuh-suh-hee, • DAHSS  
EE • VUH-MUHD • ah-AH-ee
Fourteenth Key

The Fourteenth Key in English

O you Sons and Daughters of Satan,
Who sit upon 24 seats vexing he
Who sits on the holy throne in heaven.
Behold! the voice of Satan!
The promise of Him
Who is called amongst you extreme justice!
Move therefore and show yourselves!
Open the mysteries of your Creation!
Be friendly unto me!
For I am the servant of the same!
The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer
In glory and power exalted
Of the Kingdom of the South

The Fourteenth Key in Enochian

Nore od pasbs de Satan,
Ds trint mirc ol thil dods
Idoigo a madriax. Micma!
Bial de Satan! Isro tox de
I vmd aai baltim!
Zacare ca od zamran!
Odo cicle qaa! Zorge!
Zir noco! Hoath Satan
Bvfd lonsh londoh babage

Fourteenth Key Enochian Pronunciation

NOH-ray • OHD • PAHSS-uh-bus
DAY • SAY-TAN, • DAHSS
tuh-REE-nuht • MEE-ruhk • OHL
tah-HEEL • DOH-duhs
ee-YAH-doh-EE-goh • AH
mah-duh-REE-ahks. • MEE-kuh-mah!
bee-AHL • DAY • SAY-TAN!
EE-suh-roh • TOHKS • DAY • EE
VUH-MUHD • ah-AH-ee • BAH-luh-teem!
zah-KAH-ray • KAH • OHD
ZAH-muh-rah! • OH-doh
KEE-kuh-lay • KAH-ah!
ZOR-ruh-jzhay! • ZEE-ruh
NOH-koh! • hoh-AH-tuh-huh
SAY-TAN • BUH-vuh-fuhd
LOH-nuh-suh • LOH-nuh-doh
bah-BAH-jzhay

Fifteenth Key

The Fifteenth Key in English

O thou the governor Of the first flame,
Beneath whose wings which weave the
Earth with wrath: Which knowest and
Delivereth justice and truth. Prepare
For the reign of Satan and
His Kingdom on Earth!
Move therefore and show yourselves!
Open the mysteries of your Creation!
Be friendly unto me!
For I am the servant of the same!
The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer
In glory and power exalted
Of the Kingdom of the South
The Fifteenth Key in Enochian

Ils tabaan l ialprt, orocha
Casarman vpaahi ds oado
Caosgi vonph: ds omax od
Zonrensg baum od vooan.
Abramg sonf de Satan
Od londoh mirc caosg!
Zacare ca od zamran!
Odo cicle qaa! Zorge!
Zir noco! Hoath Satan
Bvfd ionsh londoh babage

Fifteenth Key Enochian Pronunciation

EE-luh-suh • TAH-bah-ahn • LUH
ee-AH-luh-puh-ruht, • oh-ROH-kuh-hah
kah-SAHR-uh-mahn • vuh-pah-AH-ee
DAHSS • oh-AH-doh
kah-OH-suh-jzhee • VOH-nuh-puh:
DAHSS • OH-mahks
OHD • zoh-nuh-RAY-nuh-suhjzh
BAH-uh-teem • OHD • voh-OH-ahn.
ah-buh-RAH-muhjzh • ZOH-nuhf
DAY • SAY-TAN • OHD • LOH-nuh-doh
MEE-ruhk • kah-OHSSK!
zie-KAHR-ay • KAH • OHD
ZAH-muh-rah! • OH-doh
KEE-kuh-lay • KAH-ah!
ZOR-ruh-jzhay! • ZEE-ruh
NOH-koh! • hoh-AH-tuh-huh
SAY-TAN • BUH-vuh-fuhd
LOH-nuh-suh • LOH-nuh-doh
bah-BAH-jzhay

Sixteenth Key

The Sixteenth Key in English

O thou of the Second flame
The Houses of Hell which hast
Their beginning in glory,
Shalt comfort the just;
Who walkest on the earth
With feet of fire;
Mighty art Satan and his followers!
Move therefore and show yourselves!
Open the mysteries of your Creation!
Be friendly unto me!
For I am the servant of the same!
The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer
In glory and power exalted
Of the Kingdom of the South

The Sixteenth Key in Enochian

Ils viv malpirgi salman de
Donasdogamatatastos ds
Acroodzi bvsd, bliorax balit;
Ds insi caosg lusdan pvrgel;
Micalzo chis Satan od fafen!
Zacare ca od zamran!
Odo cicle qaa! Zorge!
Zir noco! Hoath Satan
Bvd lonsh londoh babage

Sixteenth Key Enochian Pronunciation

EE-luh-suh • VEEV
mah-luh-pee-REE-jzhee
ZAH-luh-mahn • DAY
DOH-nahss-doh-gah-MAH-tahss-tohss
DAHSS • ah-kuh-ROH-ohd-zee
BUH-vuh-zuhd, • buh-lee-OH-rahks
bah-LEET; • DAHSS • EEN-SSEE
kah-OHSSK • LUH-zuh-dahn
puh-vuh-ruh-JZHAYL; • mee-KAH-luh-zoh
kuh-HEES • SAY-TAN • OHD
FAH-fayn!
zah-KAH-ray • KAH • OHD
ZAH-muh-rah! • OH-doh
KEE-kuh-lay • KAH-ah!
ZOR-ruh-jzhay! • ZEE-ruh
NOH-koh! • hoh-AH-tuh-huh
SAY-TAN • BUH-vuh-fuhd
Seventeenth Key

The Seventeenth Key in English

O thou third flame whose wings
Are thorns to stir up
Vexation in the kingdom of heaven.
Who hast nine living lamps
Going before thee. Gird up thy loins
And hearken!
Move therefore and show yourselves!
Open the mysteries of your Creation!
Be friendly unto me!
For I am the servant of the same!
The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer
In glory and power exalted
Of the Kingdom of the South

The Seventeenth Key in Enochian

Ils d ialprt soba vpaah chic
Nanba zixlay dosih adohi
De madriax. Ds brint em hvbaro tastax ilsi.
Aldon dax od toatar!
Zacare ca od zamran!
Odo cicle qaa! Zorge!
Zir noco! Hoath Satan
Bvfd lonsh londoh babage

Seventeenth Key Enochian Pronunciation

EE-luh-suh • DAH • ee-AH-luh-puh-ruht
ZOH-bah • vuh-PAH-ah • kuh-HEES
NAH-nuh-bah • zeeks-LAH-yee
doh-duh-SEE-huh • ah-DOH-hee
DAY • mah-duh-REE-ahks.
DAHSS
The Eighteenth Key

The Eighteenth Key in English

O thou mighty light and burning flame of comfort
Which unveileth The glory of Satan
Unto the center of the earth,
In whom the great secrets of truth
Have their abiding that is called in thy kingdom
Strength through joy and is not to be measured.
Be thou a window of comfort unto me.
Move therefore and show yourselves!
Open the mysteries of your Creation!
Be friendly unto me!
For I am the servant of the same!
The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer
In glory and power exalted
Of the Kingdom of the South

The Eighteenth Key in Enochian

Ils micaolz olpirt od malprg bliore
Ds odo bvsd de Satan ovoars caosgo,
Casarmg micaolz cicles vooan brints
Cafafam ds i vmd a q londoh vgear de
Moz od maoffas. Bolp como bliort pambt.
Zacare ca od zamran!
Odo cicle qaa! Zorge!
Zir noco! Hoath Satan
Bvfd ionsh londoh babage

Eighteenth Key Enochian Pronunciation

EE-luh-suh • mee-kah-OH-luhts
OH-luh-PEE-ruh-tuh • OHD
MAH-luh-puh-ruh-jzhuh • buh-lee-OHR-ay
DAHSS • OH-doh • BUH-vuh-zuhd
DAY • SAY-TAN • oh-voh-AH-ruh-suh
kah-OHS-suh-goh, • kah-SAHR-ruh-muhjzh
mee-kah-OH-luhts • KEE-kuh-lays
voh-OH-ahn • buh-REE-nuh-tuhs
kah-fah-FAHM • DAHSS • EE
VUH-MUHD • AH • KUH
LOH-nuh-doh • vuh-GAY-ahr
DAY • MAHTS • OHD
mah-OH-fuh-fahss.
BOH-luhp
KOH-moh • buh-lee-OH-ruh-tuh
PAH-muh-buh-tuh.
zah-KAH-ray • KAH • OHD
ZAHR-muh-rah! • OH-doh
KEE-kuh-lay • KAH-ah!
ZOR-ruh-jzhay! • ZEE-ruh
NOH-koh! • hoh-AH-tuh-huh
SAY-TAN • BUH-vuh-fuhd
LOH-nuh-suh • LOH-nuh-doh
bah-BAH-jzhay

Nineteenth Key

Nineteenth Key in English

O you Demons who dwell upon and are mighty governors of the earth, who execute the judgment Of Satan! To you it is said:
Behold the face of Satan, The beginning of comfort, whose eyes are The brightness of the stars; who provided You for the government of the Earth, and her Variety, Furnishing you with a power of Understanding, to dispose all things according To the providence of he who reigneth on the Throne from Hell and rose up in the beginning, Saying: The Earth, let her be governed by her Parts. The course of her, let it run with pleasure, And as a handmaid let her serve Satan. One Season, let it confound another; and let there be no Creature upon or within her the same. All her members, let them differ in their qualities; And let there be no one creature equal with Another. The reasonable creatures of the Earth, Let them vex and weed out one another; and the Dwelling places. The works of the followers of Jehova and his pomp, let them be defaced. The buildings of he who sits on the holy throne, Let them become caves for the beasts of the field; Their iniquities shall be known. For why? I regret Their creation. O you sons and daughters of Satan, Arise! Those in the kingdom of heaven, Let them serve you. Govern those that govern; Cast down such as fall; bring forth justice And destroy the rotten. No place let it remain in One number; Add and diminish, until the stars Be numbered. Arise, move! Appear before Satan! He has sworn unto us his justice; Open the Mysteries of your creation, And make us partakers of undefiled truth.

Nineteenth Key in Enochian

Ils daemons ds praf od chis micaolz Artabas de caosgo, ds fifis balzizras De Satan! Nonca gohvim: Micam adoin de Satan, acroodzi Bliorb, soba ooona chis luciftias Aoiveae; das abraasa noncf Netaaib caosgi, od tilb damploz, Toot noncf g micalz oma, Irasd tolglo Marb yarry de tox bogpa oxiayal londoh babage od torzulp acroodzi, gohol: Caosga, tabaord saanir. Elzap tilb, Parm gi qvasahi, od ta qvrlst Booapis Satan. L nimb, ovcho symp; Od christeos ag toltern micr q tiobl lel. Ton paombd, dilzmo aspian; od christeos Ag l toltern parach a symp. Cordziz dopdol od fifalz l smnad; od farkt, a va de fafen de Jehova od avavox, tonvg. Orsca de idigo, Noasmi tabges levithmong; madrid trian oman. Bagle? Moooah qaan. Nore od pasbs De Satan, torzu! Priaz adohi de madriax, Aboapri. Tabaori Priaz ar tabas; Adranpan cors ta dobix; yolcam balit od qvasb Qting. Ripir paaoxt saga cor; vml od prdzar, Cacrg aoiveae cormpt. Torzu, zacar! Zamran aspt Satan! Surzas tia baltan; Odo cicle qaa, od ozazma pialpli vooan.
Nineteenth Key Enochian Pronunciation

EE-luh-suh • DAY-mohns • Dahss
puh-RAHFF • OHD • kuh-HEES
mee-kah-OH-luhts • ah-ruh-TAH-bahss
DAY • kah-OHS-suh-goh, • DAHSS
FEE-feess • bah-luh-ZEE-zuh-rah
DAY • SAY-TAN! • NOH-nuh-kah
goh-huh-vuh-LEEM: • mee-KAHM
ah-DOH-ee-ahn • DAY • SAY-TAN,
ah-kuh-ROH-ohd-zee • buh-lee-OH-ruhb,
ZOH-bah • oh-oh-AH-oh-nah • kuh-HEES
loo-SEEF-tee-ahs • ah-oh-EE-VEE-ah-ee;
DAHSS • ah-buh-RAH-AH-sah
NOH-nuh-kuhf • nay-tah-AH-eeb
kah-OHS-sah-jzhee, • OHD • TEE-luhb
DAH-muh-puh-lohts, • toh-OH-aht
NOH-nuh-kuhf • GAH • mee-KAHLuhts
OH-mah, • luh-RAH-zuhd
TOH-luh-guh-loh • MAH-ruhb
YAH-ruh-ruh-ee • DAY • TOHKS
BOH-guh-pah • ahks-EE-ah-ee-ahl
LOH-nuh-doh • bah-BAH-jzhay • OHD
toh-ruh-ZOO-luhp • ah-kuh-ROH-ohd-zee,
goh-HOH-luh: • kuh-OHS-suh-gah,
tah-bah-OH-ruhd • zah-ah-NEE-ruh.
ay-luh-ZAHHP • TEE-luhb, • PAH-ruhm
JZHEE • kuh-VAH-sah-hee, • OHD
TAH • KUH-vuh-ruh-luh-suh-tuh
buh-OH-ah-pees • SAY-TAN.
LUH • NEE-muhb, • OH-vuh-kuh-hoh
ZEE-muhp; • OHD
kuh-REE-suh-tay-ohs
AH-jzh • LUH • toh-ruh-TOH-ruhn
pah-RAH-kuh • AH • ZEE-muhp.
kuh-ROH-ohd-zee, • DOH-duh-pahl
OHD • FEE-fah-luhz • LUH
suh-muh-NAHD; • OHD • FAH-ruh-guht,
AH • VAH-vuhl • DAY • FAH-fayn
DAY • jah-HOH-vah • OHD
ah-VAH-vohks, • TOH-nuh-vuhjzh.
OH-ruh-suh-kah
DAY • EE-dee-goh,
noh-AH-suh-mee • tah-buh-JZHAY-suh
*There are no known words in Enochian for "Hell."

Satan's Kingdom IS in the South.
Dictionary:

abiding= cafafam/casasam (variation)
abiding,(their)=casasam
ability= bab
about=dorpha
above=calz
above the firmaments=calz
according to= marb
action= sor
act= (towards us)= imuamar
add= uml, vml
admiration= rsam
admiration, (with)= g-rsam
age= homin
ages (eras, eons)= homin
ages,(the true)=homil
age, with age =homin
alchemical sulfur= dlasod
all= tol, ton
all creatures=tolhami
all one= L, il
all powerful=iaidon
all things= tofglo
also= t, dst
always= paid
am (I am)= zir, zirdo
am (I am the lord your god)=zirenaiad
amidst= nothoa
among= aaf aai, aao, eai, oai, nothoa
among us= aaiom
among you= aai
amongst=aaf, aao, bogpa
and= od, sa, das
and =ds
angel= merifri/murifri
anger= unph, vonph, vonpho
anger (is wrath and anger)=ivonpovnph
angle= diu
of the fourth angle=sdiv
of the second angle=vivdiv
of the third angle=dviv
another= symp, simp, smnad, ca,
one another=lsmnad
with another=asymp
any, at any= droln
appear= zamran, zacar
and appear=odzamran
apply (one's self)= imvarmar
apply yourselves to us=imvarmar
are =chis, biab
are as=chista
are as the third=chistad
are become=noas
are covered=ethamz
are divided=poiilp
are garnished=hybar
are harbored=blans
are measured=chisholq
are mighty=chismicaolz
are prepared=abramig
are (you are; thou art)=geh
are not=gchisge
these are=vnalchis
(they are)= chiis, chis, chiso, zchis
(we are)= gea
are, (shall be) =chiso
are, art =geh
are they=chiis
arise= torzu, torzul, torzulp, torgu, torgv, torzv
ark= erm
ark of knowledge=iadnah
art thou=ils
as= ca, ta (even as)= plosi
as many= plosi
as unto= pugo

(are as)=chista
(such as)=corsta
as receivers=ednas
(is as)=ita
be to the Earth = caosgon
-cannot be = ipamis
-is not = ipam
-let there be = christeos
may be = noaln
not to be measured = maoffas
-shall be = trian
and shall be = chiso
beasts, beasts of the field, for the = levithmong

Beautified = vrbs
beautify = urbs; viruden
beauty = turbs, tvrbs
because = bagle, baglen
become = noas
become strong = vgeg
become, they are become = inoas
become, thus you are = noan
-is become = noar
-let them become = noasmi
-may become = noaln
-you are become = noan
-you have become = nenni
bed = tianta
before = aspt
before you/thee = ylsi, ilsi
-go before = tustax

begin = amgedpha
I begin anew = amgedpha
beginning = acroodzi, croodzi, gevamna, iaod, iaodaf
in the beginning = iaodaf
the beginning= croodzi, iaod
thy beginning= croodzi
whose beginning= baltoh
beginnings= croodzi
begotton= gedotbar
behold= micma
bind= allar
bind up=allar
bitter=grosb
bitter sting= grosb
blood, blood of= cnila
branch(s)= lilonon
breath, living breath= gigipah
bright=lvciftian, luciftian
brightness= lvciftian, luciftian, luciftias, lvciftias
dwelling in the brightness=faonts
bring down= drix
bring forth= yolcam, iolcam, yolci
bringeth= iolci
bringeth out= iolci
brother= esiasch
the brothers=esiasch
buckler= lolcis
buckles= talolcis
building= orsca, trof
buildings=orscatbl
built= on
burn= ialpon
burning= ialpor
burning flame(s)= ialprg, ialpvrg
and burning= olpirt
with continual burning lamps=peoal
but= crip, crp, oq, crpl
by= saanir

C

call (be called)= umd, um
called, named=um; vmd
call is called = ivmd
can (be able to)= adgt
cannot =ipamis
carry out (execute)= fifis
cast=adrpan
cast down= adrpan
casting down =adrpft
cattle= levithmong
cave/s= tabges
center= ovoars
chamber= oog
circle= comselh
clothed= zonac
clothes/ clothing= zimz
coat= mabza
come=niis
come away= niisa
come forth= niiso
come out= carma
come ye= niis
comfort (have)= blior, bliar, bliora,
comfort with= bliard
of comfort= bliorb, bliort
places of comfort= pibliar
shall comfort (to give)= bliorax
to our comfort= bliors
visit with comfort= fbliard
a window of comfort= comobliort
comforter= bigliad
conclude= iaial
confirming angels= sach
confound =vnchi, unchi
confound (let it confound)= oucho, ovcho
confounding angels= urch
conjure thee= zodameta
conquer= madzilodarp
container= izizop, zizop
contents= qcocasb
continual
continual comforters= blior
as continual comforters= tablior
continual workmen= canal
with continual burning lamps= peoal
continually= pild, caosg
continuance= miam, mian, nuam
and continuance= odmiam
long continuance= miam
whose long continuance= solamian
corner= miinoag
corners= mimoag
count= cormp, cormpo, cormpt
course/s= elzap; zar
her course= elzaptib
whose courses= sobolzar
covenant= sibsi
cover/are covered= ethamz
creation= qaa, qaan, qaaon, qaas
in your creation= qaaon
of your creation= qaa
your creation- qaas
creator= qaal, qadah
of the creator = qaadah
the creator= qaal
creature= ham, hami
creature/creatures of the Earth= toltorg, toltorn
on all creatures= toltorn
with her creatures =toltorgi
cried= bahal
crown(s) (object)= momao
crown (to crown)= momar crowned
crucible= rlodnr
cry aloud= bahal
cup= tablo
cups= talho
curse/cursed= amma

-D-

Dark Heavens= mahorela
Darkness= ors
darts= malpvrg
daughter= pasbs
daughters= pashs
day= basgim
midday= bazm
death= teloc, teloch, teloah
of death= teloah
deed= gru
deface= tonug/tonvg
defaced= tonug/tonvg
deliver= zonrensg
delivered= zonrensg
deliverers= obelisong
depth= piadph
descend= uniglag/vniglag, arphe
destroy= odqvasb, quasb
diamond= achildao, childao
differ= dilzmo
diminish= prdzar
dispose= lrasd
divide= poilp
divided= poilp
divine knowledge= iadnah, iadnamad
division= irpoil, yrpoil
do= gnay
does= gnay
doth= gnai
down
bring down= drix
cast down= adrpan
pouring down= panpir
dragon= vovina, vovim, vovin
dragons= abaivonin
dressed= zonac
drunken= orsba
dryness= orscor
duke= oheloka
dwell= dspraf, faonts, praf, pragma
dwelling= fargt, faorgt, paradijal
dwelling in the brightness= faonts
and the dwelling place= odfaorgt

eagle= vabzir
earth= caosga
the earth= caosga
be to the earth= caosgon
creatures of the earth= toltorg
of the earth= caosgi
on the earth= caosgi
than the earth= caosgin
upon the earth= caosg
visit the earth= fgaosga
earthquakes= giziax
east= raas
into the east= raasi, raasy
echoing= matorb
edged= napta
eight= p
elders= vran, uran, gran
elevated= ofekufa
empty = affa
end = vl, ul
ends = vls, uls
enter = zimii
entered = zimii
enthroned = velucorsapax
entire = saga
equal = parach
even = nomig
even as = nomig
everlasting = gohed
every = vomsarg
everything = tofglo
exalted = lonsh
except = m
execute (carry out) = fifis
exist = gahal
existed = gaha
will exist = gahalana
extreme = baltim
eye = ooanoan
eyes = ooaona

F

face = adoian
fact = gru
faith = iadpil, gono
fall = dobix, loncho
fallen = telocvovim
fasten = amizpi
fastened = amipzi
feet =
  my feet = lasdi
  their feet = lvsda
  with feet = lvsdan
  your feet = lvsd
fervently = zuraah, zurah
field = levithmong
fiery = malpvrg
fiery darts = malprg, malpirgi
fire = pvrge, prge, prgel, malprg, malpirgi
of fire = pvrge
with the fire = prge
fires = malpirgi
firmament = calz, pilzin
firmament of waters = pilzin
firmaments = calz
first = el, elo, l, la, li, lo
the first = harg
as the first = talo
in the first = ili
of the first = l
in the first aire = lil
saith the first = gohel
the flames of first glory = ialpirgah
the midday the first = bazmelo
five = o
flame = ialprt, ialpvrg, ialprg, vep
the first flame = ialpirt
third flame = diaspert
flames = ialpvrg
the burning flames = ialpvrg
the flames of first glory = ialpirgah
flaming = ialpor
flew = zildar
flourish = cacacom
flower = lorslq
flowers = lorslq
fly (to) = zildar
follower = fafen
foot = lasdi, lusd, lusda
for = bagle
for (because) = lap
for why = bagle
for my own righteousness = baltoha
for the beasts of the field = levithmong
for the chamber = ooge
for the government = netaaib
for two times = olani
for a wedding = paracleda
forever = ioiad
forget = bams
forth = iolcam
four = s
fourth = es, odes
of the fourth angle = sdiv
frame (to) = izazaz
framed = izazaz
friendly (be friendly) = zorg
from their mouths = bvtmoni
from the highest vessels= izizop
front= aspt
frown= vcim, ucim
frown not= vcim, ucim
furnace= rlodnr
furnish (provide)= tooat
furnishing= tooat
fury= bagie, baghie
fury or extreme justice= baltim

G
garland= obloc
garments= oboleh, qaa
garnish= gnonp
I garnished= gnonp
are garnished= hvbar
gather= aldon
gathering= aldi
gave= dlvgar
gird= aldon
girdles= atraah
give= dluga, dlugam, dlugar, phamah
given= idlvgam, idlugam
giving= dlvga
giving unto them= dlvgar
looking with gladness= dorphal
pillars of gladness= nazarth
glory= adgmach, busd, busdir
the glory= bvsdir
in glory= bvsd
in the glory= bvfd
that the glory of her= bvsdirtlb
the flames of first glory= ialpirgah
go before= tustax
go down= uniglag
god= ascha, iabes, iad, mad, oiad, piad
the god= iad
names of god= baeovib, gahoachma, iadpil, iaida, iaidon, idoian, idoigo, ioiad, L, zilodarp, zirenaiad
i am the lord your god= zirenaiad
in the god of stretch forth and conquer= madzilodarp
of god= oiad
of the same your god= mad
of your god= mad
the god of righteousness= iadbaltoh
whose god= sobaiad
your god= zirenaiad
going= tastax
gold= audcal
govern= tabaori, cab, taba
be governed= tabaord
that govern= artabas
to govern= cab
govem= tabaord
government= netaab, netaaib, netab
for the government= netaaib
in government= anetab
of government= netaab
your governments= gnetaab
governor= tabaan
great= drilpa, drilpi
groan= holdo
groaned= holdo
grow strong= ugeg, ugegi
guard= bransg

H

half= obza
hand= ozien, zien, ozol
hands= zol
of my hands= zien
on whose hands= azien
their hands= ozol
handmaid= qvrlst, qurlst
happy= vlcinin, ulcinin
harbour= blans
harboured= blans
harlot= ababalond
harvest= aziagiar
hast= a
and hast= odbrint
hath=
has opened his mouth= bvtsmon
hath planted= mir
hath yet numbered= cormpo
he hath sworn= svrzas
have= brin, brint, brints
have entered= zimii
have framed= izazaz
have looked about me= dorpha
have placed=
have settled= alar
have spoken= gohon
I have placed= oali
I have prepared=
I have set= othil
I have spoken=
which have= dsbrin
he= tia, tox
he hath sworn= svrzas
his; of him= tia, tox
head= dazis
heads=
the heads= dazis
their heads= dazi
hearken= toatar
hearken unto= solpeth
heart= monons
heaven= madriiax, madriiax, peripsax, peripsol, piripsol, piripson, piripson
heavens=
of the heavens= piripsol
O you heavens= madriiax
the lower heavens= oadriaax
with the heavens= piripsax
Hell-fire= donasdogamatatastos
her= tilb
her course= elzapttilb
her iniquity= madrid
her members= paombo
her understanding= omtilb
by her parts= saanir
in her= tiobl
let her be governed= tabaord
let her be known= ixomaxip
let her serve them= booapis
that the glory of her= bvsdirtlb
with her creatures= toltorgi
within her= tiolb
here= kures
herein= emna
highest= iaida
(name of god)= iada
of the highest= iaida
from the highest vessels= izizop
hills= ili-i
him=
of him= tox
of him that is fallen= telocvoim
of him that is was and shall be crowned= iadoiasmomar
of him that liveth forever= ioiad
of him that sitteth on the holy throne= iodoigo
to him that= ds
that you may praise him= restil

his=
his buildings= orscatbl
his mercies= iehvsoz
his pomp= avavox
his power= lonshitox
his thoughts= angelard
his treasure= limlal
in his justice= baltan
of his mouth= bvtmona
unto his servants= cnqod
hath opened his mouth= bvtmon
holy= ne, pire, pireda
the holy ones= pir
of him that sitteth on the holy throne= idoigo
holy ghost= congamphlgh
holy name (title of god)= idoian
holy one= pir
honour= iaiadix
of honour= iaiadix
a song of honour= lviahe
horn= mospleh
or the horns= qmospleh
house= salman
the house= salman
is a house= isalman
this house= oisalman
how= irgilchisda
hundred= ior
hyacinth= nazavabh
hyacinth pillars= nazavabh

I

I= ol
I am zir, zirdo
I am the lord your god zirenaiad
I fastened amipzi
I garnished gnonp
I have placed oali
I have prepared abramg
I have set othil
I have talked of you brita

I made a law ohorela
I made man olcordziz
I made you eol
I move you zacam
I prepare for you abramg
which I have prepared dsabramg
in a, g, i, do
in front of aspt
in glory bvsd
in government anetab
in her tiobl
in his justice baltan vin itself zilna i
n one number sagacor
in our comforter biglia vin power micalzo
in power exalted lonsh
in power and presence gmicalzo
in seats 12 thilnos
in the beginning iaodaf
in the firmament pilzin
in the first ili
in the first aire lil
in the god of stretch forth and conquer madzilodarp
in the likeness= aziazor
in the midst= nothoa vin the midst of= vep i
in the mind= manin
in the name= dooaip
in the name= dooiap
in the north= lvcal
In the olive mount= adroch
in the parts= saanir
in the second angle= vivdiv
in the south= babage
in the west= soboln
in their beauty= tvrbs
in their eyes= ooanoan
in their qualities= aspian
in them= par
in thy= aqlo
in whom= carsarmg
in whose= sobra
in your creation= qaan
in your creation= qaaoan
include= iaial
increase= coazior
the fires of life and increase= malpirgi
that increase= arcoazior
the thunders of increase= avavago
inhabit= zodireda
iniquities= madrid
iniquity= madrid
intent= fafen
into= raasi
invoke= argedco, vinu
is= i
is all one= il
is as= ita
is become= naor
is called= ivmd

is given= idlvgam
is not= ipam
is 31= iga
is wrath= ivonph
is wrath and anger= ivonpovnph
as is not= tage
happy is he= vlcinin
of him that is was and shall be crowned= iadoiasmomar
of him that is fallen= telocvovim
it= t
it is= ti
it is measured= holq
it is said= gohvlim
it repenteth me= moooah
itself= zylna

J

jaw, jaws= piadph
joy= qzmoz
joy of god= mozod
judgement= alca, balzizras
the thunders of judgement and wrath= coraxo
just = balit
just one (name of god) = iad, oiad
justice = balt, baltim, padgze
of justice = balt
in his justice = baltan
fury or extreme justice = baltim

K

kingdom = adohi
kingdoms = londoh
12 kingdoms = oslondoh
know = om
knowledge = iadnah, iadnamad
the ark of knowledge = iadnah
of undefiled knowledge = iadanamad
known = ixomaxip

L

laid = maafi
laid up = maasi
lamentation = eophon
lamp = hubai, hubar, hubaro
living lamps = hvbaro
with continual burning lamps = peoal
lanterns = hvbaio
law = ohorela
legislate = ohorela
let =
let her be governed = tabaord
let her be known = ixomaxip
let her serve them = boopapis
let it confound = ovcho

let it remain = paaaoxt
let it run = parmgi
let them be defaced = tonvg
let them become = noasmi
let them differ = dilzmo
let them forget = bams
let them serve you = aboapri
let them vex = dodpal
let there be = christeos
life = malpirgi
lift = goholor
lift up = goholor
lifted = farzm
light = micaloz
like = aziagiar
likeness = aziazor
listen = solpeth, toatar
live = salbrox
liveth = hom
and liveth = odapila
living =
living dwellings= paradial
living lamps= hvbaro
of living breath= gigipah
he that lives forever (name of god)= iadpil
He that lives forever (name of god)= ioiad
loins= dax, daxil
long= solamian
look about= dorpha, dorphal
looked= dorpha
looking= dorphal
lord= enay, iabes, na
I am the lord your god= zirenaiad
saith the lord= gohoiad
the lord= enai
loud= bahal
lower= oadriax

M

made= oln
I made a law= ohorela
I made man= olcordziz
I made you= eol
magnify= ovof
magnified= ovof
make= eol, ol
make a law= ohorela
making= eolis
make me/us = ozazm, ozazma
man = cordziz, molap, ollog, ollor, olora,
of man = olora
the reasonable creatures of the earth or man = cordziz
the rich man = lasollor
the strength of man = vgear
the work(s) of man = conisbra
manifold = ozongon
many (as many) = plosi
how many = irgil
marble = pidiai
marble sleeves = pidiai
marrow = tranan
master = iad
may = restil
may be = noaln
may be magnified = ovof
that you may praise him = restil
me

make me = ozazm
unto me = pambt
be friendly unto me = zorge
have looked about me = dorpha
it repenteth me = moooah
measure = holq, maoffas
measured
are measured = chisholq
is not to be measured = maoffas
it is measured = holq
measureth = holq
member= paombd
members= paombd
memory= papnor men= ollog
the sons of men= normolap
mercies= iehvsoz
mercy= iehusoz, rit, okada
midday= bazm, bazmelo
midst= nothoa, zomd
in the midst= nothoa
in the midst of= vep
mighty= micalzo
a mighty= micaoli
are mighty= chismicaolz
be mighty= omicaolz
the mighty seat= oxiaial, oxiayal
the mighty sounds= sapah
more mighty= cruscanse, micalp
millstones= avini
mind= manin
mine= ozien
mingle= cynxir
ministers= cnoqvodi
ministering angels= lang
mix= cynxir
moment= ol
moon= graa
moreover= pilah
moss= mom
mother of all= exentaser
mother of vinegar= lulo
motion= zna
mount= adroch
mouth= butmon, butmona, butmoni
hath opened his mouth= butmon
of his mouth butmona
mouths= butmoni
mourning= ser
move= rit, zacam, zacar, zacare
i move you= zacam
movement= zna
my=
my feet= lasdi
my power= nanaeel
my voice= bien
for my own righteousness= baltoha
of my hands= zien
of my vestures= zimz
within the depths of my jaws= piadph
mysteries= cicle
of their mysteries= cicles

N

Name= dooain
and name= oddooain
in the name= dooaip
the great name righteousness= baeovib
names= omaoas
neither= larag
nest/nests= virq
night = dosig
nine = em
no = ag
no creature = agtoltn
no one = ag
no place = ripir
noise/noises = nidali
none = ag
noon = bazm
nor = vl, ul
north = lucal
not = ip
not to be measured = maoffas
and shall not see = odipvran
are not = gchisge
as is not = tage
is not = ipam
rest not = pageip
they frown not = vcm/ucim
to are not = iciseg
number = cormf
in one number = sagacor

the number of time = gapimaon
numbered = cormp
be numbered = cormpt
hath yet numbered = cormpo
Numbers = cormfa

Numbers in Enochian:
0 = T
1 = L, EL, ELO, LA, LI, LIL
2 = V, VI,
3 = D, R
4 = S, ES
5 = O
6 = N, NORZ
7 = Q
8 = P
9 = M, EM
10 = X
12 = OS
19 = AF
22 = OP
24 = OL
26 = OX
28 = OB, NI
31 = GA
33 = PD, DP
42 = VX
456 = CLA
1000 = MATB
1636 = QUAR
3663 = MIAN
5678 = DAOX
6332 = ERAN
6739 = DARG
7336 = TAXS
7699 = ACAM
O

O, oh= c
O thou= ils
O you= nonci
O you heavens= madriiax
O you sons= noromi
O you swords= napeai
O you servents of mercy= cnoqvol
O you the second= viiv
oak= paeb
obedience= gono
obey= darbs
of= a, c, de, l, o
of the all powerful= iaidon
of blood= cnila
of comfort= bliorb, bliors

of the creator= qaal
of death= teloch
of the Earth= caosgi, caosgo
of fire= purgel/pvrgel
of the first= L
of the fourth angle= sdiv
of fury= baghie
of gathering= aldi
of god= iad, oiad
of government= netaab
of a harlot= ababalond
of the heavens= piripsol
of the highest= iaida
of him= tox
of him that is fallen= telocvovim
of him that liveth forever= ioiad
of him that sitteth on the holy throne= idoigo
of him that was and shall be crowned= iadoi asmomar
of his mouth= butmona
of honour= iaiadix
of hyacinth pillars= nazavabh
of justice= balt
of lamentation= eophan
of living breath= gigipah
of man= olor a
of the marrow= tranan
of my hands= zien
of my vesture s= zimz
of an oak= paeb
of righteousness= baltoh
of salt= balie
of the same your god= mad
of scorpions= siatris
of the second= viv
of the secret wisdom= ananael
of sin= doalim
of sorrow= tibibp
of the south= babagen
of such= corsi
of their mysteries= cicles
of their own seats= thild
of the temple= siaion
of the thunders of increase= avavago
of time= cocasb
of undefiled knowledge= iadanamad
of virgins= paradiz
of waters= sobam
of whom= casarman
of a window= rior
of the winds= zong
of wormwood= tatan
of wrath= vonpho
of your creation= qaa

of your god= mad
olive= adroch
olives= taqanis
olives (mount of)= adroch
on= a, c, mirc
on all creatures= tolhami
on the Earth= caosgi
on whose hands= azien
on whom= asobama
one= L, el, saga, gohed
one another= lsmnad
one rock= lpatralx
one season= lnibm
one while= lcapimao
but one= crpl
in one number= sagacor
is all one= il
no one creature= agtoltorn
unto every one of you= vomsarg
ones= pir
only= crip, crp
open= odo
opened= butmon
openest= odo
or= Q
or as= qta
or the horns= qmospleh
fury or extreme justice= baltim
ornaments= luciftian
our= ge
our strength= vplif
in our comforter= biglia
to our comfort= bliors
out= vors
out of him= geta
bringeth out= iolci
vomit out= oxex
weed out= fifalz
over= vorsg
own=
for my own righteousness= baltoha
mine own= ozien
of their own seats = thild

P

capimao, capimaon

eftharsi

capimaon

plapli

plal, pola

no bloh

ol

pilibli

plal, pola

no bloh

ol

plapli

plal, pola

no bloh

ol

plapli


name= darr

naz

nazavabh

nazavabh

pi, ripir

aala, oali

noncp

odfaorgt

ripir

haala

oali

pilibli

harg
planted= mir  
pleasant= obelisong  
pleasure= norqrasahi  
poison= faboan  
pomp= avavox  
possibility= bab  
pour down= panpir  
pouring= panpir  
power= lonsa  
his power= lonshitox  
in power= micalzo  
in power exhalted= lonsh  
in power and presence= gmilcalzo  
my power= nanaeel  
with a power understanding= gmicalzoma  
powerful= micalz, micalzo, micaolz  
powers= odlonshin  
praise= ecrin  
praise (to praise)= oecrimi, rest  
and the praise= odecrin  
that you may praise him= restil  
praises= oecrimi  
praising angels= luah  
praiseworthy= akarinu  
pray= lava  
precede= tustax  
prepare= abramg  
prepared= abramg  
are prepared= abramig  
which I have prepared= dsabramg  
presence= gmicalzo
promise= isro
protect= blans, bransg
provide= abraasa, tooat
provided= abraasa
providence= yarry, iarri
put= aala, oali

Q-S

Q
qualities= aspian
quality= aspian

R

raise= farzm, goholor
range= dsonf
reasonable= cordziz
reasonable creature= cordziz
receivers= ednas
regret= moooah
reign= bogpa, sonf
rejoice= chirlan
rejoiceth= chirlan
remain= paaox, paaoxt, dspaaox
remainder= undl
remembrance= papnor
repenteth= moooah
requireth= vnig
rest (to rest)= page
rest (remainder)= undl, vndl
rest not= pageip
rich= las, lasollor
righteous= balit, samvelg
righteousness= baltoh, piamol, baeovib
for my own righteousness= baltoha
the god of righteousness= iadbaltoha
of righteousness= baltoh
to the righteous= samvelg
rise= torsvl
roar= yor, oanio
rock= patralx, lpatralx
rod= cab
rose= torzvlp
rotton= qting
rule= bogpa
run= parm, parmgi
let it run= parmgi

S

said= gohvlim
saintly= soyga
saith= goho
saith the first= gohel
saith the lord= gohoiad
salt= balye, balie
same= lel
of the same your god= mad
say= gohia, gohvs
I say= gohus
we say= gohia
saying= gohol
he says= gohe, goho
they have said= gohon
scorpion/s= siatris
seal= emetgis
seas= zvmvi
season= capimao, nibm, lnibm
seat= othil, thil, thild, thiln
the seat= emetgis
the mighty seat (throne)= oxiayal
the seat of mercy= othilrit
seats= thil, othil
in seats= thilnos
of their own seats= thild
the seats= thil
second= viu
second time (for the)= olaho
and second= taviv
as the second= taviv
the second beginning of things= croodzi
in the second angle= vivdiv
O you the second= viiv
of the second= viv
secret= laiad, ananael
secrets= laiad
see= uran= odipvran
seething= urelp, vrlep
selves= zamran
show yourselves= zamran
separate (to divide)= tliob
servant= noco, noquod, noquodi, noquol
servants= cnoqod
O you servants of mercy= cnoqvol
serve= aboapri
let her serve them= booapis
let them serve you= aboapri
set (to set)= othil
settle= alar
settled= alar
shall= trian
shall be= trian
shall rise= torzvl
and shall be= chiso
and shall not see= odipvran
shalt= bliorax
sharp= tapvin
she= pi, pii
her, of her= tilb, tlb, tiobl
shelter= blans
shew= zamran
shine= loholo
shineth= loholo
show= odzamran
show oneself= zamran
show yourselves= zamran
shrine= arba
sickle= puim
sickles= tapvin
sin (to sin)= doalim
sing= zamran
sing praises= oecrimi
singing= oecrimi
sink= carbaf
sit= trint
sitteth= idoigo
six= norz
skirt= unalab
skirts= vnalah
sleep= brgda
sleeve/s= collal, pidiai
slimy things made of dust= apachama
smile= ucim
so that= ar
song= lviahe
son= nor, noromi
sons= noromi
O you sons= noromi
the sons of men= normolap
you sons of pleasure= norqrasahi
sorrow= tibibp
sound= sapah
sounds= sapah
south= babage, babagen
in the south= babage
of the south= babagen
spake= camliax
speak= camliax
speech from god= loagaeth, logaeth, logaah, logah
spirit = gah
spirit of man = congamphlgh
spirits = gah
spoken = gohon
stand = biah
star/s = aoiveae
steward/s = balzarg
sting = grosb
stir = zixlai
stir up = lring, zixlai
stone = orri
stone (philosopher's) = darr
stooping = abai
strange = vgeg
stranger = gosaa
strength = ugear, umplif
stretch forth = zil
stretch forth and conquer (name of god) = zilodarp
grow strong = ugeg, ugegi
stronger = givi
successively = capimali
such = cors
sulphur = salbrox; dlasod
sun = ror
supreme life (name of god) = iabes
surge = molvi
swear (swore, sworn) = surzas, znurza, zurza
sword = napta, napeai, nazpsad
talk= brita
talked= brita
tartar= lulo
tell them= mapsama
temple= siaion
terror= ciaofi
than:
than the barren stone= orri
than the earth= caosgin
than the manifold winds= ozongon
that= fafen, na, ar
that govern= artabas
that increase= arcoazior
that range= dsonf
that understand= dsom
that you may praise him= restil
that the glory of her= busdirtlb/bvsdirtlb
the= a
thee= isli
their:
their abiding= cafafam
their feet= lvsda
their hands= ozol
their heads= dazi
their names= omaoas
and their powers= odlonshin
from their mouths= bvtmoni/butmoni
in their beauty= tvrbs
in their eyes= ooanoan
of their mysteries= cicles
with their ministers=cnoqvodi
them:
gave them= dlugar/dlvgar
giving unto them= dlvgar
in them= par
let them be defaced= tonug/tonvg
let them become= noasmi
let them differ= dilzmo
let them forget= bams
let them serve you= aboapri
there= da
there were= zirom
how many are there= irgilchisda
let there be= christeos
therefore= ca
these= unal/vnal
these are= unalchis/vnalchis
they= par, z
they are= zchis
they are apparailed= zonac
they are become= inoas
they frown not= ucim/vcim
things:
all things= tofglo
the second beginning of things= croodzi
third:
third flame= diaspert
and the third= odd
are as the third= chistad
the third angle= dviv
the third heaven= piripson
this= oi
thorn/s= nanba
those= priaz, priazi
thou= ils
art thou= ils
be thou= bolp
O thou= ils
thee= yls, ta
thy= il, q
thought/s= angelard
thousand= matb, eors
three= d
throne= oxiayal
through= malprg
thrusting= malprg
thunder= avavago, const, coraxo
the thunders of judgement and wrath= coraxo
the thunders of increase= avavago
thus= noan
thy:
thy beginning= croodzi
thy loins= daxil
in thy= aqlo
time= capimao, cocasb, cocasg
of time= cocasb
the time= acocasb
the contents of time= qcocasb
the number of time= gapimaon
time after time= capimali, capmiali
times= cocasg
for two times= olani
to= de
to are not= ichiseg
to the center= ovoars
to dispose= lrasd
to govern= caba
to him that= ds
to the intent that= fafen
to our comfort= bliors
to the providence= iarri
to the righteous= samvelg
to stir up= lring
to the stooping dragons= abaivonin
to the terror= ciaofi
to vanne the Earth= arcaosgi
to water= zlida
to whom= casarm
to the wicked= babalon
to you= nonca
be to the Earth= caosgon
not to be measured= maoffas
together= commah
torment= mir,
a torment= pizin
tower/s= umadea, vmadea
train= fafen
treasure= limlal
trinity= na
triumph (to triumph)= homtoh
triumpeth= toh
true:
the true worshipper= hoath
the true ages= homil
truss/ed (to truss)= commah
truth= vaoan, vooan
and truth= vooan, odvooan
the secrets of truth= laiad
twelve= os
twenty-fourth= ol
twice= olani
two (seperated)= pala
two (together)= pola
for two times= olani
with two edged swords= napta

U

undefiled:
of undefiled knowledge= iadanamad
under= oroch, orocha
under whom= casarmi
under whose= casarman
under you= oroch
underneath= orocha
understand= faaip, om
that understand= dsom
understanding= gmicalzoma, oma
her understanding= omtilb
with a power understanding= gmicalzoma
unspeakable= adphaht
until= cacrg
unto= pambt, pugo
unto the creator= qadah
unto every one of you= vomsarg
unto his servants= cnoqod
unto me= pambt
unto this remembrance= papnor
unto us= tia
unto whom= casarm
as unto= pvgo
be friendly unto me= zorge
giving unto them= dlugar/dlvgar
hearken unto= solpeth
like unto the harvest= aziagiar
up:
bind up= allar
gather up= aldon
gird up= aldon
laid up= maafi
lift up= goholor
rose up= torzvlp
to stir up= zixlai, lring
you lifted up= farzm
upon= mir, mirc
upon the Earth= caosg
us:
amongst us= aaiom
apply yourselves unto us= imvamar
conclude us= iaial
make us= ozazma
visit us= ef
visit us in peace= fetharsi
unto us= tia

V

van= ar
vanne= arcaosgi
variety= damploz
veil= zodimibe
vessels= zizop
from the highest vessels= izizop
vestures= zimz
vex= dodpal, dodrmni, dods
vexation= dosih
vexed= dodrmni
vexing= dods
vial= efafafe, ofafafe
viols= efafafe
your viols= ofafafe
vinegar, mother of= lulo
virgin/s= paradiz
visit= ef, f, t
visit the Earth= fgaosga
visit us= ef
visit us in peace= fetharsi
visit with comfort= fbliard
voice (the)= bialo
cried with a loud voice= bahal
my voice= bien
your voices= bia, zvrza
your voices of wonder= sald
vomit= oxex

W
walk= insi
warden= lixipsp
was= zirop
water (to water)= zlida
water (noun)= zodinu
waters= sobam
wax= ugeg, ugegi, odvgeg
waxeth= vgegi, ugegi
we= ge, gohia
weave= oado
wedding= paracleda
weed out= fifalz
weeping= raclir
were= zirom
west= sobol, soboln
wherefore= dasar
wherein= quiin, qviin, vo
which= ds
which also= dst
which are= dschis
which dwell= dspraf
which have= dsbrin
which I have prepared= dsabramg
which is= dsi
which reign= dsonf
which remain= dspaaox
and which= ds
while= capimao
and another while= odcocaseb
one while= lcapimao
who= ds
whole= saga
whom= casarma, el, sobam
in whom= casarmer
of whom= casarman
on whom= asobama
under whom= casarmi
unto whom= casarm
whose= soba
whose beginning= baltoh
whose courses= sobolzar
whose eyes= sabaoaona
whose god= sobaiad
whose long continuance= solamian
whose numbers= cormfa
whose works= sobhaath
in whose= sobra
on whose hands= azien
under whose= casarman
why= bagle
for why= bagle
wicked= babalon
widow= rior
will (your will be done)= gemegana
will of god= aldaraia, soyga
wind= ozongon, zong
winds:
of the winds= zong
than the manifold winds= ozongon
window= como, comobliort
wine= roxtan
wing= upaah
winnow= ar
wisdom= ananael
with= a, c
with admiration= grsam
with age= homin
with another= asimp
with continual burning lamps=
with darkness= ors
with diamond= achildao
with dryness= orscor
with feet= lvsdan, lusdan
with the fire= prge
with her creatures= toltorgi
with a hundred= ior
with the heavens= piripsax
with ornaments so bright= luciftian
with a power understanding= gmicalzoma
with poison= faboan
with their ministers= cnoqvodi
with those= priazi
with two edged swords= napta
cried with a loud voice= bahal
looking with gladness= dorphal
visit with comfort= fbliard
within:
within the depths of my jaws = piadph
within her = tiolb
woe = ohio
wonder = sald
work (to work) = vaul, vaun
work wonders = vavlzirn
the work of man = conisbra
you might work = vavn
workman/workmen = canal
works = sobhaath
works of man = conisbra
wormwood = tatan
worship = boaluahe
worshipper = hoath
the true worshipper = hoath
wrath = unph, vonph, vonpho
the wrath = vonph
is wrath = ivonph
is wrath and anger = ivonpovnph
of wrath = vonpho

Y

ye = niis
yea = noib
you = g, gi, nonci
to you = nonca, noncf, noncp
your = g
yourselves = amiran
A Un

A= hast, in, on, of, with, the
AABCO= divine name of five letters, ruling air of water
AAF= amongst
AAI= you, amongst you
AAIOM/AAIOME= amongst us amongst us
AALA= put, place
AALCO= divine name of five letters, ruling air of water
AAO= among/amongst
AAAN= name of an angel
ABABALOND= of an harlot
ABAI= stooping
ABAIVONIN= to the stooping dragons
ABAIVONINU= stooping dragon
ABARAMIG= prepare
ABARAMIJI= prepare
ABERAASASA= provide/provided
ABERAMEJI= prepare
ABERAMIJI= prepare
ABOAPERI= serve
ABOAPRI= serve/let them serve you
ABRA= provide/provided
ABRAAASSA= Provide/provided
ABRAMG= I have prepared I prepare for you
ABRAMIG= are prepared
ABARAMIJI= prepare
ABERAMEJI= prepare
ABERAMIJI= prepare
ACAM= 7699
ACAME= 7699
ACARO= beginning
ACARO ODAZODI= beginning
ACHILDAO= with diamond
ACOCASB= the time
ACOCASAHE= the time
ACROODZI= beginning
AD= cast down
ADAGITA= can, able to
ADANA= obedience
ADAPEHAHETA= unspeakable
ADAREPANU= cast down
ADAREPEHETA= cast down
ADAROCAHE= mount of olives
ADGMACH= much glory
ADGT= can, able to
ADNA= and sware, obedience
ADOHI= kingdom
ADOHO= kingdom
ADOIAN= the face
ADOIANU= face
ADORANU= face
ADPH= jaw
ADPHAHT= unspeakable
ADROCH= in the olive mount
ADRPAN= cast down
AF= 19
AFFA= empty
AG= none, no, no one
AGI= none, no, no one
AGTOLTORN= no creature, no one creature
AISARO= A ISRO, the promise
AJI-LA-TORE-TORENU= AG L TOLTORN, no one creature
AJITOLTORENU= AG TOLTORN, no creature
AKARINU= praiseworthy
ALAR= have settled
ALADI= ALDI, gathering
ALADONU= ALDON, gather
ALALARE= ALLAR, bind up
ALAR= A-LAR, settle
ALCA= judgement
ALD= SALD, wonder
ALDI= of gathering
ALDON= gather up gird up
ALLAR= bind up
ALONUSAHI= LONSHI, power
ALRE= settle
AM= fasten
AMAYO= ENAY, lord
A-ME-IPEZODI= AMIZPI, fasten
AMEMA= AMMA curse
AMETAJISA= EMETGIS, seal
AMGEDPHA= I begin anew
AMIZPI= I fastened
AM PIZI= fasten
AMIRAN= yourselves
AMMA= cursed
ANANAEL= of the secret wisdom
ANETAB= in government
ANETA-NA= *A NETAH*, in government
ANGELARD= his thoughts
ANUGELAREDA= thought, thoughts
ANUJELAREDA= thought, thoughts
AOIVEAE= the stars
APETA= *ASPT*, before
APILA= *A-PI-LA* live
AQLO= *A Q LOADOHI*, in thy kingdom
AQOSO= *A Q LOADOHI*, in thy kingdom
AR= that, so that
ARCAOSGI= to vanne the earth
AR-CAOSAJI= to winnow the earth
ARCOAZIOR= that increase
ARECOAZODIORE= *AR COAZIOR*, that increase
ARETABASA= *AT TABAS*, that govern
ARE-ZODI= *ETHARZI*, peace
ARP= *ZILODARP* conquer
ARPHE= descend
ARTABAS= that govern
ARTEBASA= *AR TABAS*, that govern
AS= was
ASA= was
ASAGE= *AS GE*, was not
ASA-MOMARE= *AS MOMAR*, was (and shall be) crowned
ASAPATA= *ASPT*, before, in front of
AS APETA= *ASPT*, before, in front of
ASAPETA= *ASPT*, before, in front of
ASATA= *AS TA* was as
ASCHA= god
ASIMP= with another
ASOBAMA = on whom
ASPIAN = in their qualities
ASPT = before
ASYMP = *A SYMP* = with another
ATRAAH = your girdles
ATARAAHE = *ATRAAH* girdle
AUAAUAGO = *A VAVAGO*, thunder
AUAAUOTZA = *A VAVOX*, pomp
AUDCAL = gold, philosophical mercury
AUDROPL = *AYDROPL*, Governor
AVABH = *A-VAB* hyacinth, hyacinthine
AVAVAGO = the thunders of increase the thunders
AVAVOX = his pomp
AVINI = millstones
AVINY = millstone, millstones
AZIAJIAR = like unto the harvest
AZIAZOR = in the likeness
AZIEN = on whose hands
AZODIAJIERE = *AZIAGIAR*, harvest
AZODIAZODORE = *AZIAZOR*, likeness
AZODIEN = *A ZIEN*, on hands

**B Pa**

BAB = power, ability, possibility
BABAGE = BA-BA-JE in the south
BABAGEN = BA-BA-JEN of the south
BABAJE = south
BABAJEHE = south
BABALANUDA = *BABALON*, harlot
BABALON= BA-BA-LON to the wicked
BABALOND= BA-BA-LOND babalon, harlot
BABALONU= wicked babalond
BAEOUIB= BALTOH, righteousness; one of the names of god
BAEOUIBE= BALTOH, righteousness; one of the names of god
BAEOVIB= BA-E-O-VIB BALTOH, the great name, righteousness; one of the names of god
BAGHIE= BA-GI-E of fury
BAGIE= BA-GI-E of fury
BAGLE= BAG-LE for why
BAGLEN= BAG-LEN because
BAGILE= because, for that reason; why, for what reason?
BAGILENU= because, for that reason; why, for what reason?
BAHAL= cried with a loud voice
BAJIHIE= BAGIE, fury
BAJILE= BAGLE, because, for that reason; why, for what reason?
BAJILEIM= BAGLEN, because, for that reason; why, for what reason?
BAJILENU= BAGLEN, because, for that reason; why, for what reason?
BAJIRELE= BAGLEN, because, for that reason; why, for what reason?
BALATA= BALT, justice
BALATANU= BALTAN, justice
BALATIME= BALTIM, justice, extreme justice
BALA-TIMA= BALTIM, justice, extreme justice
BALATOHA = BALTOH, BALT, BAEOVIB, righteousness
BALATOHE = BALTOH, righteousness
BALATUNE = BALTIM, justice, extreme justice
BALAZODAREJI = BALZARG, steward
BALIE = BALYE, of salt
BALIT = BALT the just, righteousness
BALITA = BALT the just, righteousness
BALOZODAREJI = BALZARG, steward
BALT = BALIT, BALTIM, BALTOH, BALZIZRAS, of justice
BALTAN = in his justice
BALTIM = fury or extreme justice
BALTOH = whose beginning of righteousness
BALTOHA = for my own righteousness
BALZARG = BAL-ZARG stewards
BALZIZRAS = the judgement
BALZODIZODARASA = BALT, judgement
BAMESA = BAMS, forget
BAMS = let them forget
BARINU = BRIN, have
BASADA = BUSD, glory
BASGIM = BAS-JIM day
BASAJIME = BASGIM, day
BASAJINU = BAZM, day
BAZM = BAZ-M BASGIM, midday, noon
BAZMELO = the midday the first
BAZODEMELO = BASMELO, the midday, noon
BELANUSA = BLANS, harbor
BELIORA = BLIORA, comfort
BELIORAXA = BLIORAX, comfort
BELIORE = BLIOR, comfort
BELIOREBE = BLIORB, comfort
BELIORESE = BLIORS, comfort
BELIORETA = BLIORT, comfort
BERAMEJI = prepare
BERAMIJI = prepare
BERANUSAJI = BRANSG, guard
BEREGIDA = BRGDA, sleep
BERINU = BRIN, have
BERINUTA = BRINT, have
BERINUTASA = BRINTS, have
BE-RI-TA = BRITA, talk
BESAJINU = BAZM, BAZGIM, day
BIA = BI-A your voices
BIAB = are, stand
BIABE = are, stand
BIAL = BI-AL voice, voices
BIALO = the voice
BIANU = voice, voices
BIEN = my voice
BIENU = voice, voices
BIGLIA = in our comforter
BIGLIAD = BLIOR, BLIORAX, comforter
BIJIL-IAD = comforter
BLANS = are harbourd
BLIAR = BLI-AR BLIOR, comfort
BLIARD = BLI-ARD BLIORD, comfort
BLIOR = BLI-OR BLIORAX, comfort
BLIORA = BLI-OR-A comfort
BLIORAX = shalt comfort
BLIORB = BLI-ORB of comfort
BLIORS = BLI-ORS to our comfort, of comfort
BLIORT = BLI-ORT comfort
BOALUAHE = worship
BOBANU = SOBOLN, west
BOGIRA = SONF reign, rule
BOGPA = BOG-PA amongst, reign, rule
BOJIRA = reign, rule
BOJUA = reign, rule
BOLANU = SOLBOLN, west
BOLAPE = be, be thou
BOLP = be, be thou
BOOAPIS = ABOAPRI let her serve them
BOOAPISA = serve
BRANSG = guard
BRGDA = sleep
BRGDO = sleep
BRIN = have (they have, you have, thou hast)
BRINT = have (they have, you have, thou hast)
BRINTS = have (they have, you have, thou hast)
BRITA = I have talked of you
BUFD = BUSD, glory
BUSADA = BUSD, glory
BUSADIRE = BUSD, glory
BUSD = BUZD glory
BUSDIR = BUZ-DIR glory
BUTAMONA = mouth, mouths
BUTAMONI = mouth, mouths
BUTAMONU = mouth, mouths
BUTMON = BUT-MON mouth, mouths
BUTMONA = BUT-MO-NA mouth, mouths
BUTMONI = BUT-MO-NI mouth, mouths
BUTMONO= mouth, mouths
BVFD= in the glory
BVSD= in glory
BVSDIR= the glory
BVSDIRTLB= that the glory of her
BVTMON= hath opened his mouth
BVTMONA= of his mouth
BVTMONI= from their mouths

C Veh

C= on, with of unto, o, oh
CA= therefore
CAB= a rod
CABA= to govern
CACACOM= flourish
CA-CA-COM= flourish
CACOCASB= CA COCASB, another time
CACOCASABE= another time
CACRG= until
CACAREJE= until
CACUREJE= until
CAELAZOD= CALZ, firmament
CAFASFAM= their abiding
CAFASFAME= abiding, abode
CAHARISATEOSA= CHRISTEOS, let there be
CAHIRELANU= CHIRLAN, rejoice
CAHISA= CHIS, are
CAHISAJI= CHIS GE, are not
CAHISO= CHISO, are
CALA = CLA, 456
CALAA = CLA, 456
CALZ = above the firmaments
CAMLIATZA = CAMILAX, speak, spake
CAMLIAX = KAM-LI-AX speak, spake
CAMLIAXA = speak, spake
CANAL = KA-NAL continual workmen, workmen, workman
CANALE = continual workmen, workmen, workman
CANILU = CNILA, blood
CANSE = CRUSCANSE,
CA-OL = CA, therefore
CAOSG = KA-OZG the earth, continually upon the earth
CAOSGA = KA-OZ-GA the earth, continually upon the earth
CAOSGI = KA-OZ-JI the earth, of the earth
CAOSGIN = KA-OZ-JIN than the earth
CAOSGO = KA-OZ-GO of the earth
CAOSGON = KA-OZ-GON be to the earth
CAPE-MI-ALI = successively, time after time
CAPIMALI = KA-PI-MA-LI successively, time after time
CAPIMAO = KA-PI-MA-O time, period, season, while
CAPIMAON = KA-PI-MA-ON time, period, season, while
CAPMIALI = KA-MI-A-LI successively, time after time
CARBAF = KAR-BAF sink
CARBAFE = sink
CAREP-EL = CRP L, but one
CARESA = CORS, such
CARIPE = CRIP, but
CARMA = NIIS, come out
CARO-O-DAZODI = CROODZI, beginning
CASAREM = to whom, unto whom, in whom
CASAREME = to whom, unto whom, in whom
CASAREMA = to whom, unto whom, in whom
CASAREMANU = to whom, unto whom, in whom
CASARM = KA-SARM to whom unto whom
CASARMA = KA-SAR-MA whom
CASARMAN = KA-SAR-MAN of whom under whose
CASAREMEJI = to whom, unto whom, in whom
CASAREMI = under whom
CASARMG = KA-SARMJ in whom
CASARMI = KA-SAR-MI under whom
CEPH = Enochian Letter Z
CHEPH = Enochian Letter Z
CHIIS = are they
CHILDDAO = KI-DA-O diamond, diamonds
CHIRLAN = rejoiceth
CHIS = are, they are
CHISAI = are, they are
CHISO = are, they are
CHISHOLQ = are measured
CHISMICAOLZ = are mighty
CHISO = and shall be
CHISTA = are as
CHISTAD = are as the third
CHRISTEOS = KRIS-TE-OS let there be
CI = ULCININ, happy
CIAL = 9996
CIAOFI = SI-A-O-FI to the terror
CIAOSI = terror
CICALE = the mysteries
CICALESA = the mysteries
CICLE = SI=KLE the mysteries
CICLES = of their mysteries
CINXIR = CYNIXR, mingled
CLA = 456 456
CNILA = KNI-LA of blood
CNOQOD = unto his servants
C-NOQOL = C NOQOD, o you servants
CNOQVODI = with their ministers
CNOQVOL = O you servants of mercy
COASG = CAOSG, earth
COAZIOR = KO-A-ZI-OR increase
COAZODIORE = increase
COCASA = time, times
COCASABE = time, times
COCASAJI = time, times
COCASB = of time, time
COCASG = times, time
COLALALA = sleeves
COLLAL = KO-LAL sleeves
COMMAH = KO-MA trussed you together
COMMEMAHE = truss, trussed
COMMENNAHE = truss, trussed
COMO = KO-MO window
COMOBLIORT = a window of comfort
COM-SELAHE = circle
COM-SELHA = circle
COMSELH = KOM-SEL a circle
CONGAMPHLGH = man's spirit, holy ghost
CONISA= *EOLIS*, make
CONISABERA= the work of man
CONISBRA= KO-NIZ-BRA the work of man
CONST= the thunders
CONUSATA= KONST AVAVAGO, CORAXO, thunder
COPEHANU= *EOPHAN*, lamentation
COR= KOR= *CORMF, CORMP*, number
COR= number
CORAXO= KO-RAX-O the thunders of judgement and wrath, thunders
CORDZIZ= KORD-ZIZ the reasonable creatures of the earth or man
COREDAZODIZODA= reasonable creature, man
COREMEFA= number, count, be numbered
COREMEPA= number, count, be numbered
COREMEPO= number, count, be numbered
COREMEPETA= number, count, be numbered
CORESA= such BR>CORESI= such
CORMF= number
CORMFA= whose numbers
CORMMP= numbered numbered
CORMPO= hath yet numbered
CORMPT= be numbered
CORS= KORS such
CORSI= of such
CORSTA= such as such as
CRIP= but
CROODZI= the second beginnings of things thy beginning
CRP= KRIP but, only
CRPL= but one
CRUSCANSE = CANSE, more mighty
CYNXIR = SINX-IR mingle, mingled; mix, mixed
CYNUXIRE = mingle, mingled; mix, mixed

D Gal

D = DI three, third
D = DA three, third
DALAGARE = DLUGAR, give
DALUGA = DLUGA, give
DALUGARE = DLUGA, give
DAMPLOZ = variety
DAMEPELOZODA = variety
DAO = CHIALDO, diamond
DAOX = 5678
DARBS = obey
DAREBESA = obey
DAREJI = DARG, 6739
DARE-PASA = obey
DARESARE = DARSAR, wherefore
DARG = 6739
DARILAPA = DRLPA, great
DARILAPI = DRILPI, great
DARISAPA = great, greater
DARIX = DRIX, bring down
DAROLANU = DROLN, any
DARR = philosopher's stone
DARSAR = BAGLE, wherefore
DAS = DS, which
DASATA= $DS$, $T$ which also
DASONUF= $DS$ $SONF$, which reign
DAU= $D$, three, third
DAX= loin, loins
DAXIL= thy loins
DAZI= their heads
DAZIS= DA-ZIS the heads
DAZODISA= head, heads
DE= of
DESA= $OD$ $ES$, and fourth
DIAL= $D$ $IALPRT$, third flame
DIASPERT= third flame
DILZMO= let them differ
DIU= angle
DI-VAU= angle
DIZODALAMO= differ
DLASOD= $SALBROX$, sulphur (alchemical)
DLUGA= give, given
DLUGAR= give, given
DLVGA= giving
DLVGAR= gave them giving unto them
DO= in
DOALIM= of sin
DOALIME= (to) sin
DOBITZA= fall
DOBIX= fall
DODAPALA= $DODPAL$, vex
DODAREMENI= vex
DODASA= vex
DODPAL= let them vex
DODRMNI= vexed
DODS= vexing
DODSEH= vexation
DODSIH= vexation
DONASDOGAMATASTOS= Hell-Fire
DOOAIN= name
DOOAINU= name
DOOAIP= in the name
DOOAIPA= in the name
DOOAIPA= in the name
DOOOAIPA= name
DOOBASA= DARBS, obey
DOOBESA= obey
DOOREPAHA= look about
DOORPASA= obey
DOOREPHEHAL= look about
DOOREPHEHALA= look about
DOOREPEHELAAAA= look about
DOOREPHEHELAL= look about
DOOREPEHELAL= look about
DOOREPESAA= obey
DORPHA= have looked about me
DORPHAL= looking with gladness
DOSIG= night
DOSIJI= night
DP= 33
DRILPA= great creatures
DRILPI= greater
DRIX= bring down
DROLN= any
DUIV= DIU, angle
DRUN= Enochian letter N
DRUX= Enochian letter N
DS= which, to him that which
DSABRAMG= which I have prepared
DSBRIN= which have
DSCHIS= which are
DSI= which is
DSOM= that understand
DSONF= which reign that range
DSPAAOX= which remain
DSPRAF= which dwell
DST= which, which also
DUIV= angle
DVIV= the third angle

E Graph

ECA= CA therefore
ECARINU= praise
ECRIN= EOCRIMI praise
EDA-NASA= visit
EDNAS= as receivers
EF= visit us
EFAFAFE= vials, the viols
EFAFAJE= vials, the viols
EKA= CA therefore
E-KARINU= ECRIN praise
EL= of righteousness, one, first (one of the names of the
txian "god"); also "L"
ELA= variation of EL
ELANUSAHE= LANSHPower
ELANUSAHA= power
ELASA= ILS you
ELASADI = LASDI foot
ELAZODAPE = ELZAP course
ELEXARPEH = LEXARPH governor
ELO = variation of "EL" a name of the xtian "god"
ELONU-DOHE = LONDOH kingdom
ELONUSA = LONSA power
ELONUSAHI = LONSHI power
ELONUSAHI = LONSHI power
ELONUSAHINU = LONSHIN power
ELZAP = course
ELZAPTILB = her course
ELZODAPE = course
EM = nine
EMENA = EMNA herein
EMETGIS = the seat, seal
EMNA = here
EMOD = 8763
EMODA = 8763
ENAI = the lord (a name of the xtian "god")
ENAY = NA the lord (a name of the xtian "god")
ENAYO = NA the lord (a name of the xtian "god")
EOL = EOLIS make, made
EOLIS = EOL making
EOPHAN = lamentation
EORS = hundred
EORSA = hundred
ERAN = 6332
ERANU = 6332
EREM = ERM ark
ERM = with, ark
ES = S four
ESIASACAHE = brother, brothers
ESIASCH = brother, brothers
ETAHAMEZODA = cover
ETHAMZ = cover
ETHAMZA = cover
ETHARZI = peace
EX = OXEX vomit
EXENTASER = mother of all

F Or

F = EF visit
FA = visit
FAAIP = BIA voices
FAAIP = voices
FABOAN = poison
FABOANU = poison
FAFEN = to the intent that, followers
FAFENU = to the intent that, followers
FAM = Enochian letter "S"
FAODA = variation of IADO meaning "beginning,"
another name of the xtian "god"
FAONTS = FA ORGT, PRAF dwell < FAONUTAS =
FAOREGITA = dwelling place
FAOREJITA = dwell place
FAORGT = FAONTS dwelling place
FAREZODEM = lift up, raise
FARGT = the dwelling places, dwelling place
FARSM = lift up, raise
FARZM = GOHOLOR lift up, raise
FAXS = TAX 7336
FAXISA = TAX 7336
FBLIARD = visit with comfort
FELATHE-ARE-ZODI = FETHARZI visit us in peace
FETAHE = visit us in peace
FETAHE-AR-EZODI = visit us in peace
FETAHE-ARE-ZODI = visit us in peace
FETHARSI = visit us in peace
FGAOSGA = visit the earth
FIFALZ = weed out
FIFALAZODA = weed out
FIFIS = execute, perform, carry out
FIFISA = execute, perform, carry out
FISIS = execute, perform, carry out

G Ged

G = with, in
GA = 31
GAH = spirits
GAHA = existed
GAHAL = exists
GAHALANA = will exist
GAHE = spirits
GAHOAHCMA = I am what I am (another name for the xlian "god")
GAL = Enochian letter "D"
GAPIMAON = the number of time
GCHISGE = are not
GE = not, our
GED = Enochian letter "G"
GEDOTBAR = begotton
GEH= great, thou art
GEMEGANZA= your will be done
GENETAAHE= $NETAAB$ your government
GER= Enochian letter "Q"
GERAA= $GRAA$ moon
GETA= out of him
GEVAMNA= beginning
GI= $G$ with
GIGIPAH= breath
GIGIPAHE= breath
GIL= we want
GINAI= $GNAY$ does
GINETAAB= $NETAAB$ your government
GINONUPE= $GNONP$ garnish
GIRAA= $GRAA$ moon
GIRESAM= $RSAM$ with admiration
GISG= Enochian letter "T"
GISA= Enochian letter "T"
GIUI= stronger
GIVI= $DRILPA, CANSE$ stronger
GIZIA= earthquake
GIZYAX= earthquakes
GLO= $TOFGLO$ all things
GMICALZO= in power and presence
GMICALZOMA= with a power understanding
GNAI= doth, does
GNAY= doth, does
GNONP= I garnished
GO-A-AL= $QAAL$ creator
GO-A-ANU= $QAAN$ creation
GOHAS= I say
GOHE= say, saying, said, he says
GOHED= everlasting
GOHEL= saith the first
GOHIA= we say
GOHO= saith
GOHOIAD= saith the Lord
GOHOL= saying
GOHOLA= I say
GOHOLOR= lift up, raise
GOHOLORE= lift up, raise
GOHON= have spoken
GOHU I say
GOHULIM it is said
GOHULIME it is said
GOHUS I say
GOHUSA I say
GOHVLIM it is said
GOHVS= I say
GON= Enochian letter "I"
GONO= faith, obedience
GO-O-AL= QAAL creator
GOSAA= a stranger
GRAA= and the moon
GRAN= elder, elders
GRAPH= Enochian letter "E"
GROSB= a bitter sting
GRSAM= with admiration
GRU= deed, fact

H Na
HAALA= placed you
HAMI= creatures
HARAJI= plant
HARG= the first
HE= LUIAHE song
HELECH= in ours
HOATH= worshipper
HOATHAHE= worshipper
HOEL-Q= HOLQ measure
HOLDO= groaned
HOLQ= measureth it is measured
HOM= liveth
HOMETOHE= HOMTOH triumph
HOMIL= the true ages
HOMIN= with age
HOXMARCHE= fear
HUBAIO= lantern, lamp
HUBAR= lantern, lamp
HUBARDO= lantern, lamp
HUBARE= lantern, lamp
HUBARO= lantern, lamp
HVBAIO= the lanterns
HVBAR= are garnished
HVBARO= living lamps

I Gon

I= is
IABES= god, lord, supreme life (a name of the xtian "god")
IAD= the god, lord and master, the just, of god (name of xtian "god")
Variations:
IADA
IADO
IADPIL
IAIDA
IADANAMAD= of undefiled knowledge (another variation of name of the xtian "god")
Variations:
IADANAHE
IADANAMADA
IADBALTOH= the God of righteousness (another name of the xtian "god")
IADNAH= the Ark of knowledge (variation of the name for the xtian "god")
IADNAHMAD= knowledge, divine knowledge (variation of the name for the xtian "god")
IADOIASMOMAR= of him that is was and shall be crowned (variation of the name for the xtian "god")
IADPIL= and faith (variation of the name for the xtian "god")
IAIADIX= of honour (variation of the name for the xtian "god")
IAIAL= include/conclude us
IAIDA= of the highest (variation of the name for the xtian "god")
Iaidu= of the all-powerful (variation of the name for the xtian "god")
IALAPERJEI= flame
IALA-PIRE-GAHE= the flames of first glory
IALPEREJI= flame
IALPIRGAH= the flames of first glory
IALPIRT= the first flame
IALPON= burn
IALPONU= burn
IALPOR= burning, flaming
IALPORE= burning, flaming
IALPRG= flame, flames
IALPRT= flame
IALPVVRG= the burning flames flame
IAOD= the beginning (variation of the name for the
xtian "god")
IAODAF= in the beginning (variation of the name for
the xtian "god")
IARRI= to the providence
IASA= LAST rich
I-BE-DA= triangle
ICHISEG= to are not
ICORESASKA= I CORS CA is such as
ICORSK= is such as
IDALUGAME= I DLUGAM is given
IDALU-GAMEA= is given
IDLVGAM= is given
IDOIAN= holy name (variation of the name for the
xtian "god")
IDOIGO= of him that sitteth on the holy throne
(variation of the name for the xtian "god")
IECARIMI= OECRIMI praise
IEHE= GEH thou art
IEHUSOZOD= his mercies
IEHUSOZODA= his mercies
IEHVSOZ= his mercies
I-EL= I, L (variation of the name for the xtian "god")
IGA= is 31
IIISONONU= LILONON branch
IL= is all one (variation "L" "EL" one of the names for the xtian "god")
ILA= ILS thee, thou
ILAS= ILS thou
ILASA= ILS thee, thou
ILESA= ILS thou
ILI= in the first (variation "L" "EL" one of the names for the xtian "god")
ILI= I LI in the first
ILONON= LILONON branch
ILS= thou, thou art
ILSI= before thee
I-MICA-OL-ZODODA= OMICAOLZ be mighty
IMIMUAMARE= IMVAMAR apply oneself
IMUAMAR= apply oneself
IMUMAMARE= apply oneself
IMVAMAR= apply yourselves unto us
IN= M except
INOAS= are become
INOASA= I NOAS is become
INSI= walk, walkest
INUSI= walk
IOIAD= of him that liveth forever (variation, one of the names for the xtian "god")
Variation:
IO-IIAD
IOLCAM= bring forth
IOLCI= bringeth out
IOR= with a hundred
IP= *IPAM, IPAMIS* not
IPAM= is not
IPAME= is not
IPAMIS= cannot be
IPAMISA= cannot be
IPE= *IPAM, IPAMIS* not
IPARANU= *IP URAN* not see
IPURANU= *IP URAN* not see
IREJILA= how many
IRGIL= how many
IRGILCHISDA= how many are there
IRPOIL= division
ISA= AS was
ISALMAN= *I SALAMAN* is a house
ISALMANU= *I SALAMAN* is the house
ISARO= the promise
ISRO= the promise
ITA= is as
ITAHILA= *OTHIL* seat
ITZOMATZIPE= *IXOMAXIP* known
IVAME= *I UMD* is called
IVAUMED= *I UMD* is called
IVAUMEDA= is called
IVAUNIEDA= is called
IVEMEDA= is called
IVMD= is called
IVONPH= is wrath
IVONPOVNPH= is wrath and anger
IXOMAXIP= let her be known
IZAZAZ= have framed
IZIZOP= from the highest vessels
I-ZODA-ZODAZOD= frame, framed
IZODIZODOPE= IZIZOP vessel

L Ur

L= of the first
LA= the first
LAIAD= the secrets of truth (variation of the name of the xtian "god")
LAIADA= the secrets of truth (variation of the name of the xtian "god")
LANG= ministering angels
LANIBAME= L NIBM one season
LANSH= LONSA, LONSHI, LONSHIN power
LAP= for
LAPE= for
LARAG= nor, neither
LARAJI= nor, neither
LARASADA= LRSAD dispose
LARIANU= TRIAN shall be
LARINUJI= LRING stir up
LAS= rich
LASA= rich
LASDI= my feet
LASOLLOR= the rich man
LAVA = pray
LCAPIMAO = one while
LEL = the same
LEVITHMONG = beasts of the field
LEUITAHEMONUJI = beast of the field, cattle
LI = L, LA, LO first (variation of one of the names of the xtian "god")
LIAIDA = LAIAD secret (variation of one of the names for the xtian "god")
LI-EL = L first (variation of one of the names for the xtian "god")
LIL = in the first aire
LILONON = branches
LIMLAL = his treasure
LNIBM = one season
LOADOHI = LONDON kingdom
LOAGAETH = speech from the xtian "god"
Variations:
LOGAETH
LOGAAH
LOGAH

LOCIS = buckler
LOHOLO = shineth
LOLACIS = buckler
LONCHO = fall
LONDON = kingdom
LONDONHE = kingdom
LONSA = power
LONSH = in power exalted
LONSHI= power
LONSHIN= power
LONSHITOX= his power
LONUCAHO= fall
LONUDOHE= kingdom
LONUKAHO= fall
LONU-SAHI-TOXA= LONSHI TOX power of her
LORSLQ= the flowers
LORES-EL-QO= flower, flowers
LPATRALX= one rock
LRASD= to dispose
LRING= to stir up
LSMNAD= one another
LU= nor
LUCAL= north
LUCALA= north
LUCIFATIANU= brightness
LUCIFTIAN= brightness, with ornaments so bright
LUCIFTIAS= the brightness
LUIAHE= song, a song of honour
LUKIFTIAS= brightness
LULO= tartar (mother of vinegar)
LUSD= foot, feet
LUSDA= foot, feet
LUSDAN= foot, feet
LUSDI= foot, feet
LVSD= your feet
LVSDA= their feet
LVSDAN= with feet

M Tal
M= except
MAASI= laid up
MABEZODA= coat
MABZA= coat
MAD= of the same your god (name of the xtian "god"
Variation:
MADA
MADARIATZA= heaven- variation of MADRIAX
MADARIDA= iniquity, iniquities
MADARIIATZA= heaven- variation of MADRIAX
MADARIITZA= heaven- variation of MADRIAX
MADRIAX= heaven
Variations:
MADRIIAX
MADRIAAX
MADRID= iniquities her iniquity
MADRIIAX= O you heavens
MADZILODARP= in the God of stretch forth and conquer
MAELPEREJI= MALPRG fire, fires, fiery darts
MAHORELA= dark heavens
MALAPEREJI= fire, fires
MALAPIREJI= fire, fires
MALPIRGI= the fires of life and increase, fiery darts
MALPRG= a through thrusting fire
MALPVRG= fiery darts
MALS= Enochian letter "P"
MANADA= SMNAD another
MANIN= the mind
MANINU= the mind
MAOFFAS= measure, be measured
MAOF-FASA= measure, be measured
MAPM= 9639
MARB= according to
MAREBE= according to
MAREBI= according to
MARIEHE= according to
MATABE= thousand
MATB= thousand
MATORB= echoing
MED= Enochian letter "O"
MIAM= continuance
MIAME= continuance
MIAN= 3663
MIANU= 3663
MICAILAZODO= power, powerful, mighty
MICAILZODO= power, powerful, mighty
MICALAPAPE= mightier
MICALAZODA= power, powerful, mighty
MICALAZODO= power, powerful, mighty
MICALOZ= mighty
MICALP= mightier
MICALZO= power, powerful, mighty
MICAMA= behold- variation of MICMA
MICAIL= a mighty
MICAILAZODA= power, powerful, mighty
MICAILZ= mighty
MICMA= behold
MIINOAG= corner
MIINOAGI= corner
MIKAELZODO= power, powerful, mighty
MIKETH= torment
MIMOAG= the corners
MIR= torment
MIRE= torment
MIRC= on, upon
MIRECA= on, upon
MIREKA= on, upon
MOANU= *OOANOAN* eyes
MOLAP= man, men
MOLUI= surge
MOLVI= surge
MOM= moss
MOMAO= crown
MOMAR= crown
MOMARE= crown
MONASACI= name
MONASCI= name
MONONS= the heart
MONONUSA= the heart
MOOOAH= repent, repenteth, regret
MOOOABE= repent, repenteth, regret
MOS-PELEHE= horn
MOSPLEH= horn
MOZ= joy
MOZOD= joy of god (xtian "god")
MTOREBE= *MATORB* echoing

N Drux

NA= name of the Enochian letter "H"
NA-HATH= name of the Enochian letter "H"
NA= that
NA= ENAY lord of hosts, trinity (alias of the xtian "god")
NA-E-EL= NANEEL power
NANAEEL= my power
NANBA= thorn, thorns
NANUBA= thorn, thorns
NAOR= is become
NAPEA= sword, swords
NAPEAI= sword, swords, O you swords
NAPETA= sword, swords
NAPTA= sword, swords, with two edged swords
NAZARTH= pillars of gladness
NAZAVABH= of hyacinth pillars
NA-ZODARETAHE= pillars of gladness
NA-ZODAVABEBE= hyacinth pillars
NAZODAPESAD= sword, swords
NAZPS= sword, swords
NAZPSAD= a sword
NE= holy
NENNI= NOAN you have become
NETAAB= of government
NETAABE= of government
NETAAIB= for the government
NETAAIBE= for the government
NETAB= government, governing
NI= 28
NIBM= season
NIDALI= your noises
NIIS= come ye come
NIISA= come away
NIISO= come away
NINU= *ULCINIT* happy
NOALANU= be, become
NOALN= may be
NOAN= thus you are become
NOANU= be, become
NOAR= be, become
NOARI= be, become
NOAS= are become
NOASA= be, become
NOASAMI= be, become
NOASMI= let them become
NOBELOHA= palm, palms (of hands)
NOBLOH= palm, palms (of hands)
NOCO= the servant
NOFAHON= NOTHOA midst
NOIB= yea
NOIBE= yea
NOMIG= even as
NOMIJI= even as
NONCA= to you
NONCF= you
NONCI= O you
NONCP= a place
NONUCA= you, to you
NONUCAFE= you, to you
NONUCAPE= you, to you
NONUCI= you, to you
NONUJI= you, to you
NOQOD= servant, minister
NOQODI= servant, minister
NOQUOD= servant, minister
NOQUOL= servant, minister
NOR= son
NORE= sons
NOREZODA= NORZ six
NOREZODACAHISA= NORZ CHIS six are
NORMOLAP= the sons of men
NOROMI= son, sons, O you sons
NORONI= son, sons, O you sons
NORQRASAH= you sons of pleasure
NORZ= six
NOSTOAH= it was
NOTAHOA= midst, among, amidst, in the midst
NOTHOA= midst, among, amidst, in the midst
NUAM= MIAM continuance
NUAME= MIAM continuance

O Med

O= 5 of
OADARIATZA= OADRIAX lower heavens
OADO= weave
OADRIAX= the lower heavens
OAI= AAF, AAI, AAO, EAI amongst
OALI= I have placed
OANIO= roar, moment
OB= 28
= OBELISONG= deliverer, as pleasant deliverers
= OBELISONUGI= deliverer
= OBELISONUJI= deliverer
OBELOCE= OBLOC a garland
OBEZODA= OBLOC a garland
OBLOC= a garland
OBOLEH= garment, your garments
OBOLEHE= garment
OBZA= a half
OD= and
ODAPILA= and liveth
ODAZODI= ACROODZI beginning
ODPRINT= and hast
ODCACOCASB= and another while
ODCHIF= and are
ODD= and the third
ODDOOAIN= and name
ODECRIN= and the praise
ODES= and fourth
ODFAORGT= and the dwelling place
ODIPVRAN= and shall not see
ODLONSHIN= and their powers
ODMIAM= and continuance
ODO= open
ODQVASB= and destroy
ODVGEKG= and wax strong
ODVOOAN= and truth
ODZAMRAN= and show yourselves and appear
OE-CARI-MI= praise, praises, singing praises
OECRIMI= praise, praises, singing praises
OEKARIMI= praise, praises, singing praises
OELI= OALI place
OFAFAFE= your viols
OFEKUFA = elevated, lifted up
OHELOKA = duke
OHIO = woe
OHORELA = I made a law
OI = this
OIAD = IAd of god, the just one (name for the xtian "god")
OIADA = MAd of god, the just one (name for the xtian "god")
O-ISALAMAHE = this house
OISALMAN = this house
OKADA = mercy
OL = I (myself); make; in the 24th part of a moment; 24; one twenty fourth
OLAHO = OLANI twice, for the second time
OLALOGI = OLLOG man
OLALORE = OLLOR man
OLANI = twice, for the second time
OLANU = OLN made
OLAPIRETA = OLPIRT light
OLCORDZIZ = I made man
OLE = I (myself); make; in the 24th part of a moment; 24; one twenty fourth
OLLOG = men
OLLOR = men
OLN = made
OLORA = of man
OLPIRT = light; and burning
OLPRT = light
OM = know
OMAN = know of
OMAOAS= name; their names
OMAOASA= name; their names
OMAOSA= name; their names
OMAX= know
OMAXA= know
OME= understand, know; we, us
OMEPE= understand, know; we, us
OME-PETILABE= OMP TILB her understanding
OMICAOLZ= be mighty
OMP= OMA understand, know; we, us
OMTILB= her understanding
ON= made, built
ONDOH= LONDOH
OOA= OOANOAN eye
OOAIN= OOANOAN eye
OOANOAN= in their eyes
OOAONA= eyes
OOGE= for the chamber
OP= 22
OPE= 22
OQ= but
O-QUO= but
OR= name of the Enochian letter "F"
ORERI= ORRI stone
ORESA= ORS darkness
ORESABA= ORSBA drunken
ORESACORE= ORSCORE dryness
ORESAHA= ORSBA drunken
OROCAHA= under, underneath
OROCAHE= under, underneath
OROCH= under you
OROCHA = underneath you
ORRI = than the barren stone
ORS = with darkness
ORSBA = drunken
ORSCA = buildings
ORSCATBL = his buildings
ORSCOR = with dryness
ORTH = OR Enochina letter "F"
OS = twelve
OSF = discord
OSLONDOH = 12 kingdoms
OTAHIL = seat, seats; set; I have set
OTAHILA = seat, seats; set; I have set
OTHIL = seat, seats; set; I have set
OTHILRIT = the seat of mercy
OUCAHO = confound
OUCHO = confound
OUOARESA = center
OVANKAHO = confound
OVCHO = confound
OVOARS = center
OVOF = may be magnified
OX = 26
OXEX = vomit out
OXIAIAL = the mighty seat; throne
OXIAYAL = the mighty seat; throne
OZADAZODAME = make; make me, make us
OZAZM = make me
OZAZMA = make us
OZIEN = mine own
OZODAZODAMA = make; make me, make us
OZODIEN= ZIENhand
OZODOLA= ZIENhand
OZODONUGONU= ZONGwind, winds
OZOL= their hands
OZONGON= than the manifold winds
OZOZMA= make me; make us